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Isometric Immersions of Complete Surfaces with Non-positive Curvature I 
Abstract 
I n this thesis, we w i l l discuss the problems of isometric immersions of complete 
surfaces w i t h non-posit ive Gauss curvature into R . We w i l l slj ij-d V £jfinTov s 
Theorem which says tha t any complete surface w i t h Gauss curvature bounded 
above by some negative constant has no C^-isometric immersion into We wi l l 
also study the result of Hong J. X . on the existence of isometric immersions of 
complete surfaces w i t h nonpositive curvature. The assumption of Hong's result 
is basically that the curvature should decay faster than the geodesic distance to 
the power - 2 at inf ini ty. A detailed exposit ion of the results and their proofs 
w i l l be given in this thesis. Finally, we w i l l discuss the geometry of the surfaces 





在 此 文 中 ， 我 們 將 討 論 具 有 非 正 高 斯 曲 率 的 完 備 曲 面 到 三 維 
歐氏空間中的等距浸入問題。首先，我們將討論 E F M O V 定理：如果 
一 个 曲 面 的 高 斯 曲 率 小 于 某 一 个 負 數 ， 則 此 曲 面 不 可 以 兩 次 可 微 的 
等 距 浸 入 到 三 維 歐 氏 空 間 中 去 。 然 后 ， 我 們 將 硏 究 洪 家 興 的 關 于 存 
在 具 有 非 正 高 斯 曲 率 的 完 備 曲 面 的 等 距 浸 入 的 一 个 結 果 。 洪 家 興 的 
假 設 基 本 上 是 ： 在 無 窮 遠 處 ， 高 斯 曲 率 以 快 于 測 地 距 离 的 負 二 次 方 
的速度減小。本文將給這些結果及証明提供詳細的說明。最后，我 
們 還 將 討 論 在 洪 家 興 的 定 理 中 所 指 的 曲 面 的 几 何 性 質 。 
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A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S 
This thesis is formed by reorganizing the three papers, H-G. Chan [[1], pp. 
49-57], Hong J. X. [6] and T . M i lno r [7]. More precisely, Chapter 2 follows T. 
M i lno r [7], Theorem 3.1 is due to Hong J. X . [6], and §3.6 follows H-G. Chan [[1], 
pp. 49-57]. We wish to make their proofs as clearly as possible based on above 
papers respectively. 
The thesis is wr i t ten under the supervision of Dr. Tarn Li ien Fai. 
I am greatly indebted to Dr . Tarn L i ien Fai for his guidance and concerns 
dur ing the past two years. I want to give my cordial thanks to my fami ly and 
friends for their understanding. 
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I n this thesis, we wi l l discuss a long standing problem in geometry. Namely, 
the problem of isometric immersion into R^ of complete surfaces w i t h non-positive 
Gauss curvature. 
In 1901, D. Hi lbert proved that any complete 2-dimensional surface w i th neg-
ative constant Gauss curvature has no C】isometric immersion into R^. In 1964, 
N. V. Efimov proved 
Ef imov ' s Theorem Any surface cannot be C^ immersed m R^ so as to he 
complete m the induced Riemannian metric, with Gauss curvature K < const 
< 0. 
This is a generalization of Hilbert，s theorem. 
Efimov's theorem is proved by contradiction. Suppose M is an oriented com-
plete surface w i th Gauss curvature K < —k, < 0 which can be C^ isometrically 
immersed in where k, is a positive constant, then M{M) obtained by using the 
metric M on M induced by the Gauss map N : M ——> has finite area, and 
N is injective. Using the fact that a complete, simply connected C^ immersed 
surface w i th Gauss curvature K < 0 has infinite area, and that \K\ > k, > 0, one 
wi l l obtain a contradiction. In Chapter 2, we wi l l give a detailed exposition of 
5 
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the arguments. 
Because of Efimov's result, i t is natura l to t r y to find sufficient condit ions for 
a complete negatively curved surface to be immersed isometrical ly in R^. S. T . 
Yau has pointed out that a sufficient condi t ion might be related to the rate of 
decay of the curvature at inf inity. The existence question of smooth isometric 
immersion of a surface into can be reduced to the construct ion of solut ion to 
the Gauss-Codazzi system. Since the Gauss curvature is negative, Poznjak [8] and 
Rozhdestvenskii [9] deduced that the Gauss-Codazzi system can be transformed 
to some equivalent quasi-linear hyperbolic systems. I n [6], Hong Jiaxing obtained 
the fol lowing result. 
T h e o r e m ( M , g) has a smooth isometric immersion into R3 if ( M , g) with the 
geodesic coordinates satisfies 
{ H i ) k > 0 and tdt < 0 as \t\ > T for some positive constants 6 
and T ; 
{H2) k, In k{i = 1,2), tdxdt In k are bounded，and d^ In k^ dfdx In k are lo-
cally hounded in t; 
( i / 3 ) i n f k{x, t)dt and i n f k{x, t)dt are positive, 
where (M, g) is a complete, simply connected, smooth and 2-dimensional surface 
with negative curvature —k，and g is the Riemanman metric on M, and k is some 
positive smooth function on M. 
We wi l l discuss the theorem in Chapter 3. 
Finally, We wi l l also discuss the structure of the class of surfaces studied by 
Hong [6]. One of the results is related to a conjecture of J. Mi lnor which says 
that i f is a complete, umbil ic free surface, C'^ immersed in R^ so that the sum 
of the squares of the principal curvatures on S is bounded away from zero, then 





The Theorem of Efimov 
The purpose of the chapter is to prove the Efimov's Theorem. Let M a n d 
M2 be at least C^ manifolds, n>m> 1. A n at least C^ mapping if : M i ——> M2 
is called an immersion if d(pp : TpMi ——、T咖)M2 is injective for al l p G Mi. F ix 
any surface S ( we always assume tha t i t is nonempty, connected 2-manifold, at 
least C^.) and a C^ immersion i : S ——^ R^, then the induced metr ic is only 
C^. So the intr insic defintions of Gauss curvature are no longer valid. Define the 
extrinsic Gauss curvature K by 
K = {LN - 1VP)/{EG - F^) 
in terms of the first and second fundamental forms 
I = Edx^ + 2Fdxdy + Gdif、 
II = Ldx^ + 2Mdxdy + Ndy\ 
of the immersion. I t is well known, even if the immersion is only C^, the extrinsic 
Gauss curvature K is an invariant of the induced metric I . 
Given an at least Riemannian metric on a surface one defines the 
associated distance c/(p, q) between points p and q on S to be the infirrmm of the 
lengths of paths in S jo ining p and q. W i t h the distance so defined, S is called 
丨 7 
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complete i f i t is complete as a metr ic space, i.e., any d Cai ichy sequence in S 
must be convergent to some point in S. 
Theorem 2.1 (Efimov's Theorem) Any surface can't he C^ immersed in R^ 
so as to be complete in the induced Rienn,anman metric, with Gauss curvature 
K < const < 0. 
2.1 The Idea of the Proof of the Efimov's The-
orem 
The Efimov's Theorem is proved by contradict ion. Suppose a surface M can 
be immersed in R^, w i t h a complete induced metr ic / , and w i t h extrinsic 
Gauss curvature K < —k < 0, where k. is a positive constant. I f M is not 
orient able, one can consider an orientable covering space M of M. Clearly, i f M 
can't be C^ immersed in then M can't be C'^ immersed in R^ yet. So one 
can also suppose that M is oriented. 
Let the Gauss map N : M ——、§^(unit sphere in M^), since X < 0, then N is 
a C^ immersion, inducing the metr ic M on M. Let Mjn be the surface M w i t h 
the metr ic then 
Lemma 2.1 Mjn is not complete. 
P r o o f Suppose M皿 is complete, then, pul l back the C ^ structure on S^ (unit 
sphere in R^) to Mjn by using the C^ Gauss map N : M ——> So, Mm is a 
complete manifold w i t h its Gauss curvature equal to 1. By the Bonnet-Hopf-
Rinow theorem (cf [[10], V I I I , Section 13]), M皿 is compact. Mjn is homeomorphic 
to M , so M is compact. As known, i f the immersion is then the extrinsic 
Gauss curvature K remains an intr insic invariant of the induced metric I. Hence, 
K would be positive at the points on M , whose images in R^ have max imum 
distance f rom the origin. I t is impossible. • 
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Since Mm is n o t c o m p l e t e , one cons iders t h e c o m p l e t i o n Mm o f Mm as a m e t r i c 
〜 ry 
space. T h e Gauss m a p N c a n be e x t e n d e d t o a c o n t i n u o u s m a p N : Mm > S . 
Definition 2.1 Let 7 be a non geodesic circular arc on and a point p G 
/n力(7) . Choose the center q of satisfying 7 C dBq{r) and r < 7r/2. Let 
be the arc obtained by leaving out the distance cj > 0 from 7 along geodesic arcs 
m the direction away from q on Let a) he the rectangle hounded by 7； 
and other two geodesic arcs 71； 72 {see Figure 2 .1) , Then a) is called an 
exterior rectangle at p. 
F i g u r e 2.1: a). 
Suppose Q is a n y (7^ sur face, a n d m a p i : Q ——^ is a C^ i m m e r s i o n , p u l l 
back t h e m e t r i c o n S^ t o Q, t h e n Q has a C^ R i e m a n n i a n m e t r i c a n d i is a n 
i s o m e t r i c i m m e r s i o n . 
L e t Q be t h e m e t r i c c o m p l e t i o n o f f l , a n d le t \ n = dQ. For a set F C H , 
le t V be t h e c losure o f V i n Q, a n d le t V be t h e c losure o f V i n Q. C l e a r l y V = V 
fo r a set V^ C n is equ i va len t t o n dCl = 0. 
Definition 2.2 Call Q concave at p E dQ if p G U of an open set U C n such 
that 
{A) i IS injecUve on U, and 
{B) i(U) contains the interior of an exterior rectangle at 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 H is pseudo convex if there exists no p G dQ at which H is 
concave. 
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Remark 2.1 Definition 2.2 and Definition 2.3 seem to depend on i , so one should 
have defined instead the terms “ concave at p with respect to i ”， or “ pseudo 
convex with respect to i ” . But, if Q and its Riemanman metric are fixed, these 
notations are independent of the map i . Clearly, is pseudo convex. 
E x a m p l e Let (p be the hyperbolo id of one sheet given by x^ y^ — z^ = 1. 
Choose an or ientat ion on ^ such tha t N assigns the “ outAvard “ normal at any 
point J) e Then N maps (p onto the region -1/V2 < z < 1 / V ^ of S^, and the 
z coordinate of N{p) on tends to 1 / ^ 2 as the z coordinate of ^ on tends to 
—oo, and the z coordinate of N{p) tends to - 1 / ^ 2 as the z coordinate oi p on Lp 
tends to oo. So the metr ic complet ion (p{M) is concave at every boundary po in t . 
Definition 2.4 A nonempty subset H of H {or of S^) is convex if any two 
points m H can be joined uniquely by a geodesic arc within H whose length equals 
the distance m Q {or in S^, respectively) between the two points. In particular, 
IS not convex. 
Fix posit ive constants c and r . Let JP denote the parabola cy】=—x in 
and Let C denote the circle + = r) in R^. Let 
D = { ( . X , I 0 < .T2 + i/ < r2； q/2 > - x } 
in R2’ and V C be any open, s imply connected region, such that D CV and 
0 朱 V{see Figure 2.2). 
Suppose F : V > M M s a C^ immersion, and the metr ic g* on V is the 
induced metr ic, so that F is an isometric immersion. Given any two points p and 
q in D, let q) be the in f imum of the ^*- lengths of arcs jo in ing p and q in D. 
The mam result of the proof of the Ef imov Theorem is the fol lowing so called 
Efimov's Ma in Lemma. 






F i g u r e 2.2: D shaded . 
Lemma 2.2 (Efimov's Ma in Lemma) If F : V ^ 以 a immersion, 
and if the eigenvalues Ai and X2 of the differential dF throughout V are real and 
satisfy 
- a < A i < A2 < a (2.1) 
for some positive constant a, then D with the distance d}^ is not a complete metnc 
space. 
I n t e r m s of L e m m a 2.2，the f o l l o w i n g l e m m a s w i l l be p r o v e d i n §2.3 a n d §2.4， 
respec t i ve ly . 
Lemma 2.3 If M is a complete oriented surface C^ immersed m M^ with K < 
< 0； then Mjn is pseudo convex. 
Lemma 2.4 If i : Q ~> 化 a C^ vmmersion of a surface ？L) inducing a 
Riemanman metric on 9” such that i is an isometric immersion. If Q is pseudo 
convex, then 
{A) I IS vnjective on Q： 
(B) i{n) = §2，or i{n) IS convex {so Q is simply connected m either case)] 
and 
(CO n has finite area which is equal to 4- if i 例 = a n d is no greater than 
'27v otherwise. 
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Ef imov's Theorem follows f rom Lemma 2.3 and L e m m a 2.4. 
P r o o f o f t he E f imov ' s T h e o r e m Lemma 2.3 and L e m m a 2.4 i m p l y tha t M见 
is s imply connected w i t h f in i te area no greater t han 27r. O n the other hand, a 
complete, s imply connected C^ immersed surface w i t h Gauss curvature K < 0 
has inf in i te area. So, fix any po in t p on M , and let cr(r) be the area on M of a 
geodesic disc Drip)； centered at p, of radius r 〉 0 . let (J*{r) be the area using 
the metr ic III on Dr{p). Then, by Gauss Theorem (cf [[11], p. 156]), 
27r > f7*(r) - I I \K\da > [ [ da = Ka{r). 
J J Dr{p) J J Drip) 
B u t cr(r) — oo as r — oo. Hence a contrad ic t ion can be obta ined and Ef imov's 
general ization holds. • 
2.2 Proof of the Efimov's Ma in Lemma 
In this section, we always assume F : V > R M s a C^ immersion, w i t h V 
and D as defined in §2.1, to prove tha t \i F V ^ M M s a C^ immersion, and 
if the eigenvalues A： and A2 of dF throughout V are real and satisfy 
_a. < Ai < /\2 < a 
for some po.sitive constant a, then D w i t h the distance d*。is not a complete 
metr ic space. 
\ V e f i r s t p r o \ - e t h e f o l l o w i n g e l e i n e i i t a r v r e s u l t . 
Lemma 2.5 If IT C ts open, and m{R' \ IT) < 3c, where rn is the. Le.hesgue 
…、p on R'. Then there, is no stn.ctli/ dpcrpastng function f ; 11' . such 
that 
("1 - < Cf-iu) Vu. u, e i r . (2.2) 
(z,/?p7、p C /.s a pos/fnr ronst.ant. 
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P r o o f Let W C R+ be an open set, such that m ( R + \ W) < oo. Suppose 
there exists a str ic t ly decreasing funct ion / : W ——、1R+ satisfying (2.2) for some 
constant c > 0. Let '^(y^ = — log f (u), u G W, then 
fin) = e-"•)， 
funct ion 妙 ; W ——> R is st r ic t ly increasing, and 
{u i - u ) < 。 6 ~ 咖 、 、 6 偏 着 、 、 \ju、UY G W. (2.3) 
F ix u e W, one obtains f rom (2.3) that ip{ui) oo as ?ii cx) in W. 
One wants to construct a sequence xq < Xi < X2 < ... in W, such that for al l 
2 = 0’ 1，2,"., 
妙(工2z+l) < 抛 2 t 、 + 1 < 於0：2评2), (2.4) 
and 
n .Ts计2)) < (2.5) 
The construction is obtained by induction. Take any value in W for .tq. Assume 
that xo < Xi < ... < X2j have been chosen so that (2.4) and (2.5) hold for 
2 = 0,1，…，（J — 1), then choose X2j+i and X2j+2 as follows. 
I f + 1 G then define X2j+i = X2j+2 二 + 1). 
I f + 1 i ^ { W ) , then set 
fj* = i n f { x 6 W I > i/j(.T2j) + 1} 
and 
(J* = SlipfT e W I i j j ix、< i j {x2 j ) + 1}. 
Then cr* > cr*. 
I f X2j < cr*, take for X2j+i any value in W, such that 
T'2] < 工2j + l < fT* 
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and 
CT* — X2j+i < 嘉 . 
I f X2j = a*, set X2j+i 二 Then take for X2j+2 any value in W, such that 
(J* < X2J+2 
and 
In any case, X2j < X2j+i < X2j+2 and (2.4) (2.5) hold for i = j. 
From (2.4), one knows 
称 2 i ) > ^{xo) + I (2.6) 
for any i = 0,1,2，.…So ^ { x i ) oo as z co. Hence, x, oo as z 
oo. Otherwise, {x,；} is bounded by some constant Note that 功(.t) is str ict ly 
increasing, and that m(IR+ \W) < oo. Then there exists x G W, such that rr〉（ 
and < oo. So { ^ ( x , ) } is bounded. I t is contradiction w i t h that ^(.x,) — oo 
as 2 — oo. Combining (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6), one obtains 
So 
oo 
工2?:+1 - .T2v；) < oo. 
7； = 0 
In addition, (.T2.+1, xs.+s) = n .T2,;+2)) U ((IR+ \ VF) n (.T2.+1, .ts.+o)), and 
m ( V F n (x2,;+i,.T2,+2)) < 去，then 
工22+2 -工2终1〈去 + m((]R+ \ 1/7)门（工27:+1，:r27:+2)). 
So 
00 
— < 2 + m(R+ \ l y ) < CO. 
i 
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Hence 
oo 
+ 1 -工J ) < oo. 
j=0 
Thus, [ x j ] is bounded, which contradicts w i t h the fact Xj —> oo as j —> oc. 
Therefore the lemma holds. • 
A n arc 7 in R~ is given by 
7 ⑴ ⑴ ⑴ ） 
where a,b e R w i th 6 > a, and x, y are two continuous functions on [a, 6], I f 
n 
/(7) sup { E — 7(4-1) 1 \ P = {to = = b} 
k=i 
is a par t i t ion of [a, 6] w i t h n G N } < 00, 
then 7 is rectifiable, and l { j ) is just the ordinary Euclidean length of 7 . Otherwise, 
set /(7) = 00 and 7 is not rectifiable. For an arc 7 C V, let, " ( 7 ) denote the 
(f 一 length o f 7 , i.e., " ( 7 ) = l.(F o 7 ) , a n d set !*{-/) = 00 i f t he arc F o 7 i n 
not rectifiable. Clearly, = i n f { r ( 7 ) | 7 joins p to q in D). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 5 .4 quasi-cHstancp d on D is a function from. DxD to R,. satisfying 
( / I ) q) > 0； d{p.p) = 0： 
[B] d(p,q) = d[q.py. 
(C) ci{p. q) <c{{iK r ) - r d i r.q) 
for (B”J P- (I 眼 I r in D. rlpcirly. d{p. q) 二 0 is possible even if p + q. .4 quasi-
d> stance d LS called majorized hi/ d}^ if for ani/ p. q G D, d{P.q) < d'^(p.q). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 6 Givpji a quasi-distanrp. d on D. ami an arc ； [a. h]——• D. sp.f. 
the as.soriatrd quasi-Ipiujth 
n 
= s u p 
T=1 
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over all finite subdivisions a = t。< t'l < … < 力„, = b of [a, b]. Clearly, /(7) may 
he infinite. Moreover, the distance d*^ is a quasi-distance, and majorized by itself， 
the associated quasi-length is I*. 
Lemma 2.6 Given a quasi-distance d on D majorized by d}), suppose the se-
quence of arcs hi : [0,1]——> D converges uniformly to an arc h : [ 0 , 1 ] — — 、 D 
with respect to the d*^ distance, then 
l[h) < l i m i n f [(/?.,). 
Proo f For any positive s < I[h), choose a subdivision 
0 = .To < Xi < ... < Xk = 1 
of [0,1], such that 
k 
5 < ^ d { h { x j _ i ) , h { x j ) ) . (2.7) 
On the other hand, hi converges un i formly to h and d is major ized by then 
for any e > 0, there exists n = n〔s, e) e N, such that 
max d(h(x), h械 < max h,{x)) < e/k (2.8) 
for I > n. 
(2.7) and (2.8) imply that 
A: _ k k 
< 6 + [(/?,,) + e 
= 2 6 + [(h,) 
for I > n. 
Take supremum on both sides and let e —> 0. then 
l{h) < liminf [(/?,). • 
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Definit ion 2.7 Given 9 E R � consider the linear function 
^ = X cos ^ + ^ s i n ^ 
defined on M^. For any rectifiable arc 7 in defined on some interval {a, b], let 
n 
_ = s u p { [ I 他 ) - 他 — 1 ) 1 I _ P 二 {力0 = M l ， … ， 力 n = 
k二1 
IS a partition of [a, b] with n G N } , 
i.e., is just the total variation of ^ along 7. So, if 6 = 0 ( o r ' K / 2 ) , then / x ( 7 ) 
{or l y i j ) , respectively) denotes the total variation of x {or y, respectively) along 
7. Moreover, 
K l ) < U l ) + l y { l ) and 
/ / 7 C V, let denote the total variation of ^ along F 〇 7, so 
In particular， 
以 7 ) =说。 7 ) , and = ly{F o j ) . 
For g i ven any 6 eR w i t h =工 cos d + y s in 6, set 
dli'P, q) = in f{/*(7) | 7 j o i n s p t o ^ i n D}, 
t h e n d* is a quas i -d i s tance on D t oo . N o t e t h a t < / * ( 7 ) for a n y arc 7 c P , 
t h e n d* is m a j o r i z e d b y a n d t h e assoc ia ted q i i a s i - l e n g t h is /*. So 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . 1 Suppose the sequence of arcs h, : [0, 1] > D converges uniformly 
十'0 an arc h : [0,1] > D with respect to the d*。distance，then 
/ : ( " ) < l i m i n f /*(/?,) 
for any fi.xed 6 eR, where ^ 二 x cos ^ + 2/ s in Q. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 8 An arc 7 in D joining points p and q is called a g*-shortest arc 
7 vn D if 二 d*D(j)，q)，and it is parametrized by Us g*-arclength. 
Remark 2.2 A g*-shortest arc 7 m D must be C^ smooth and even if it hits 
dD. In particular，2/ 7 C I n t { D ) , then U is mapped by F one-to-one onto a 
line segment in R^. Moreover，if there exists a point p e dD 门 Int(^、’ then 7 is 
tangent to dD at p. {Cf [[7]； Appendix 3].) 
Corollary 2.2 Suppose the sequence of g*-shortest arcs : [a, b]——> D con-
verges uniformly to an arc 7 : [a, b]——^ D in the d*。distance，then 7 is also a 
g*-shortest arc in D. 
P r o o f F i r s t o f a l l , 7 is sho r t es t . S ince, are 广 s h o r t e s t arcs, so t h e y are 
p a r a m e t r i z e d b y ^ * - a r c l e n g t h . Hence , f o r a n y i e N, (7^(a) , 7^(6)) = b — a. L e t 
i —^ 00, t h e n 
似 7 ⑷ ’ 7 (明 = b-a. 
I n a d d i t i o n , L e m m a 2.6 i m p l i e s 
/ * ( 7 ) S l i m i n f r ( 7 7 : ) = 6 - a . 
So /*(7) 二 b — a. 
T h e n 7 is p a r a m e t r i z e d b y 5 f * -a rc length . Since, g i ven s G (a, b), r e g a r d s as b, 
r epea t t h e above process, t h e n , /*(7|[a’s]) = s — a. 
T h u s , 7 is a 广 s h o r t e s t arc. • 
Definition 2.9 An arc p : [0, co)——> D is called a distinguished ray if for any 
5 > 0； p|[o,5] IS a g*-shortest arc m D. One can see that p{s) — 0 as s —> 00. 
Otherwise, there exists n G N , such that p C [D f] {(.T，y) | + y'^ > 1 / n } ) . 
D n {(.T, y) I .T- + > 1 / n } is compact, so the distance between any two points 
p and q on p has the same upper bounded, it is impossible. In addition, if p ： 
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0，oo)——> D，such that F o p is a Euclidean ray and param^etrized by its ordinary 
arclength，then p is a distinguished ray. 
Lemma 2.7 If D is complete with respect to the distance d*^, then a distinguished 
ray exists. 
P r o o f A dist inguished rav is constructed as follows. 
Let point po 二 (r, 0)，where r > 0 is the radius of the circle C as defined in 
§2.1. Let 
D{k) = { ( , T , y ) 6 D | T 2 + y 2 h 2 / 2 ” ， 
C{k) = {(.T 水 外 7 ； 2 + 2 / 2 = 々 2 , , 
/c = 1, 2 , . . . , and let 
仏A:)(P，Q) = mf{r(7) I 7 joins p and q in D{k)} 
be the distance on D{k). 
For any k e N, C{k) is compact, so there exists pk G C{k), such that , 
(广•⑷(/)o’PA’）= dk = 
For each fixed k G N. there exists a sequence of arcs 
Ijk : — D{k) 
fi-oin Pq to /)", J 二 1 . 2 , . . . , and each arc is parametr ized by its "•-ardeng.th， 
such that /'(。。人-)一 ck- as j — oc. Clearly " h j 人 : ) > (k for any j e N. D(k) iy 
compact, and 人 a r e equicontinuoub, by Arzela-Ascol i Theorem, there exists 
a siibseqiipiicp of，^人-|[o.r/;_.j converging un i formly to an arc 
、k ： [0, d,]——D(h} 
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f r om po to pk-
One wants to prove tha t jk • [0, dk]——> D{k) is a ^*-shortest arc i n D{k) and 
parametr ized by its ^'^-arclength. 
Obviously, I * [、 ) > dk. On the other hand, by L e m m a 2.6, 
广 h k ) < l i m i n f / * ( 7计）= d k . 
j—OO 
So r ( 7 0 = 
To prove tha t is parametr ized by its 广a r c l e n g t h . Consider 5 E [0’ dk\, and 
apply Lemma 2.6 again； then 




Since /*(7a：) = dk, bo th inequalit ies must be equalit ies. Thus has a 广 a r d e n g t h 
parameter. 
7a- is in fact f shortest arc in D f rom po to pk. Since, suppose a f shortest 
arc i l l D f rom po to p人:，and i t goes out of D{k), then i t must have some point 
q at which it hits C ( / v ) first. Note that 0 < di < d2 <..., let dc^ = lim^^：—oc<4， 
then f/cc < 00. For any A： > i > 1, 7人-|[o,/’）is a “、shortest arc parametrized by 
its ^y*-arc length, and 7 人 - C D(L). Hence 7"|[o."i] is equicontinuous. By a diagonal 
process, tl iore exists subsequence { } of {7^ ：}. such that. 7 〜 p un i fo rmly on 
any compact subset of [0. d^) a6 k、j — where p ： [0. d^)——�D and 厂 i s a 
(/'-slioiTPsr arc i l l D for any posit ive s < d^. 
One wants to show that p is a clisti i iguished ray. To show that d^ = oc. 
Suppose ( / ^ 二 / ' ( / ) ) < rc. rliPii {(/、’} is a Cauchy sequence, and pi丨.。’心.]is 
parametrized by its ^ ' -arc lengrh for any i e N, so r.he poinrs「Ack〕) form a Cauchy 
rieqiiencp w i t h respect to rhe d'^ distance. D is coniplptp. so t l ipy converge to a 
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point of D. By the construct ion, the points p{dk^) G C{kj) and hence converge to 
the or ig in in as kj —> oo, bu t 0 ^ D , a contradic t ion is obtained. So doo = oo. 
Thus p is a dist inguished ray. • 
Lemma 2.8 Suppose 7 is a g*-shortest arc in D，'p 6 [D D dD)门 Int、，f)’ U is 
a neighborhood of p in D, F is injective on U, and the line L is tangent to 
at F{p). Then there exists a closed half disc A m M^； such that，A D L is the 
diameter and A C F{U), moreover, nU)n Int{A) 二 0. {See Figure 2.3.) 
( j m ^ \ 
Figure 2.3: A shaded. 
Proof Given p G (-D f l dD)门 I n t { ' j ) , one can find a neighborhood U oi p in 
D, satisfying that U is s imply connected and compact, tha t U n dD is connected, 
that no endpoints of 7 are in U, and tha t F is injective on i t . 
Remark 2.2 implies that L is tangent to ^ ( 7 ) and F{UndD) at F{j)), and p is 
not in a corner of DndD (cf [[7], Append ix 3]). Since F is a local diffeomorphism, 
and D f l dD is smooth, L cuts M^ at F(jp) into two parts consisting of vectors 
point ing “ into “ or “ out “ of F{U). (Otherwise, choose U smaller.) Choose a 
Euclidean ray star t ing at F{p), and its in i t ia l tangent vector points “ into “ F{U) 
at F{p), extend the ray un t i l i t hits dF[U) at some point q f irst. 
To show that q 朱 F{U H dD). Suppose q G F{U n dD). The line segment p 
jo in ing q and F{p) and the arc of F{U n dD) form a Jordan curve, let J denote 
the region bounded by the Jordan curve, let 7+ be the por t ion of 7 s tar t ing at 
V and point ing “ into “ J. (See Figure 2.4.) 7+ must leave U and can't cross 
D n dD, so F ( 7 + ) must leave F{U) and can't cross F{D n dD). Hence，^(7+) 
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V — ^ ^ 
q\ F(dU n Int(^D)) 
義 、 
W F { U n dD) 
Figure 2.4: J shaded. 
must cross let qi be an intersect ion point of •F(7+) and 0 . Then and 
have the same subarc jo in ing F{p) and 仍，since F is isometric i n U and 7 is the 
^*-shortest arc. I t is impossible since the in i t i a l vector of f5 points “ in to ” F{U). 
I t impl ies that q G F{dU f l Int{D)). F{dU 门 Int{D)) 
is compact since 
n Int{D) is a compact subset of dU and F is a local di f feomorphism. Suppose 
the distance between and F{dU f l Int{D)) is d, then tak ing d/2 as the radius 
of the closed half disc A w i l l be required. 
To show that F ( 7 n [ / ) n Int[A) = 0. Suppose there exists a point q) G 
n [ / ) n / r ? i (A ) , then the l ine segment a jo in ing F{p) and q) is in F(U). 
Moreover 仍 is on ^ ( 7 ) , since 7 is a ^*-shortest arc and F is isometric in U. I t is 
impossible. 
Thus the lemma is proved. • 
Lemma 2.8 implies the fol lowing picture. I f > is a dist inguished ray, then Fop 
may look like the curve in Figure 2.5. 
fi我 
Figure 2.5: F[D) shaded. 
L e m m a 2 . 9 If 7 is a g*-shorte.st arc m D from a to b and ip is any unself-
mtersectwn ptecewtse C^ arc in D from, a to b. Then for any 0 G M, 
1 
1 
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where (J 二 t cos 没 + ysin6* as described in Definition 2.7. 
P r o o f F i rs t of all, consider 没二 0, i.e., = x . 
Case 1 : 7 f i 二 {a，6}. Let B 二 the subset of D bounded by 7 and ip, then 
B is s imply connected and compact. Let G = set of al l x coordinates at points 
of F{dB) where the tangent lines to F{dB) are either undef ined or vert ical , (p is 
a piecewise C^ arc i n D , so there are only f in i te ly many points where the tangent 
lines to F{dB) are undefined. I f F{p) = {x*{p), y*(p)) for p e D, then G consists 
of al l c r i t ica l values of x* o 7 and x* o tp^  and the values of x*{p) at the “ corners 
，，of dB. B y Sard's Theorem, m ( G ) 二 0，where m denotes the Lebesgue measure 
on M. I t is easy to see tha t G is closed. 
A parametr ized arc / i n is called preverfAcal i f F o / is a ver t ica l l ine segment 
in ]R2 and parametr ized by the ord inary arc length ( i t may be open, hal f open or 
closed, f in i te or in f in i te) . So, a prevert ical arc I is a 5f*-shortest arc in D between 
any two of i ts points. 
Let p G 7, such tha t x*(p) • G. Choose a ver t ica l l ine segment such tha t 
I points in to F{B). Let q be the f irst po int of dB such tha t I = meets 
dB. Then g ^ 7, otherwise, since a prevert ical arc is a 广s h o r t e s t arc, then 
the segment of the p*-shortest arc 7 f rom p to q wou ld be coincide w i t h I. I t is 
impossible since p G 7°. Let 7° be the po r t i on of 7 such tha t . t*(7°) n G = 0. 
Then one can define a map as above 
屯：7O > dB 
p ^ q{p)-
Let (p^ = q〔〒)C (f. Note tha t x*{q{p)) ^ G for p e 7°. The mapping is injective 
because at each point p G dB, with .T*(p)朱 G, there is only one direction of 
— — ~ 
o where I is a vertical line, such that F—i o I points into B. 
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By construction, one has < One wants to prove that / * ( 7 ° ) = 
/ 二 a n d = 
To prove 丨 ; ( 〒 . ) 二 /二(‘力.Let 5 be the arclength parametr izat ion of 7°, and 
let p G 7O，q = qip). Then at F(p) and F[q), F o 7° and F oif can be represented 
aii graphs of yi = yi(.T). y) = yoi^) on an interval of .t, so (.r, y.2[:r')) is the image 
of (.T, yi(x)) for the map F o 少.But x is a C^ funct ion of 5, so F o ^ and hence 
are C^ in s. Hence /;(:'。）- . 





O 7 is C'l immersion on and G is inea:sure zero, so (.7：* o n S^ has 
inoasiire zero and hence I;(。'。) = / ;(7). 
Thus / ; (7 ) < / . ; ⑷ . 
Case 2: (7 n (^) D {n. b}. Let ^ hp the port ion of 9 disjoii it from 7 
(a) Evf>rv poinr of — is a point of thoii ^ = 0. The conclusion of the lemma 
is rriu> since ^ is {)if'ce\viso (?、 
(1)) ^ 千 0. Since ；’ is open 111 —, it c<iii hp wrirton 
r’ 二 U 
7 
()t at most couiira})if'l\- iiiaii\- (iisjoinr open .-uhares of 一. .such rlmt 
I'i r i ) > I-:::、> . . . 
It more than H11 irely many arcs 一、arf iip.-olvori. rhon 
lim / V , 丨 = 0 f2.9) 
I — X： / 
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Make a l inear change of parameter i f necessary, such tha t (f : [0,1]——> D. Th is 
impl ies the parametr izat ions 
:、CLi,bi) > D, 
where the (a^, k ) are disjoint subintervals of [0，1]. Consider the subarc 71 of 
7 between the endpoints (p{ai) and (p{bi) of cpi. M a k i n g a l inear change in the 
p*-arc length parametr izat ion of 7 i f necessary, one has 
71 : 、D 
w i t h 7 i ( a i ) = and 71(61) = ^ { h i ) . Since 71 and the closure of the arc i f i 
meet only at thei r endpoints, so 
咖 > l l i l i ) . 
Define a new arc Z! : [0，1]——> D by 
/ 
h { t ) = < 
7 i W i f t G [a i ,6 i ] , 
\ 
one has /*((/?) > / * ( / i ) . 
Simi lar ly, the arc 72 of 7 between the endpoints (^(02) and cp(b2) of (p2 may 
be reparametr ized i f necessary in order to become 
72 : [^2, ^2] 、D 
w i t h 72(a2) = ip{a2) and 7 2 ( 6 2 ) =咖 2 ) , so 
以 仍 ） > /*(72). 
Define a new arc I2 : [0,1]——> D by 
, h 〔 t ) i f 力咨[a2,62. 
h [ t ) = < 
7200 i f t e [as, 62], 
\ J 
then > > 稱 
Cont inu ing this procedure, one has a sequence of arcs Ij : [0，1] > D each 
jo in ing v^(0) to ip{l). I f there are only m siibarcs where 1 < m < 00, then set 
I j = Im for every j > m. So 
i I. 
i 
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糊 > 以 h ) > m ) >… 
w i t h al l the arcs Ij C (7 f l tp). 
(2.9) impl ies tha t for any f ixed e > 0, there exists n G N, such tha t < e 
for a l l i > n. O n the other hand, i f j > /c > n , then 
sup di 糊 仰 
te[o,i] 
since l*{(pi) > / * (仍） > . . . . H e n c e the arcs I j converge un i fo rm ly in the d*。 
distance to a continuous arc / : [0，1]——、D, by the Coro l lary 2.1, one obtains 
⑷ > l i m /：(/,) > 1：{1). (2.10) 
B y the construct ion, al l points of I are on 7, and I is continuous, so by (a), one 
has l * { l ) > / * (7 ) , using (2.10), one obtains 
以7) < 舊 
I f ^ 0, one can prove s imi lar ly by a ro ta t i on in the target, the conclusion is 
also true. 
Hence, the lemma holds. • 
Remark 2.3 The conclusion of the above lew,ma is also true if the piecewise C^ 
arc if has finitely many self-inter sections, since one can use the new piecewise C^ 
arc if C ^ joining the original endpomts of ( f , without self-intersection, to obtain 
• 7 ) < 聊 < I 糾 
I n the remainder of §2.2, we always assume the eigenvalues Ai and A2 of dF 
are real, and satisfy (2.1) over V for some constant a, w i t h the assumption given 
in the beginning of the section. F is so dF is moreover dF can be wr i t t en 
w i t h respect to standard basis of the domain and target by a ma t r i x A , such that 
( \ 
dF 二 k = 
0.22 J 
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where a … i ^ j = 1，2, are funct ions i n V. 
B y the assumption, the two eigenvalues are real, d is t inc t and non-zero, and 
A2 > Ai , so i f ((22，62) is the eigenvector corresponding to A2，then 
( \ \ ( \ 
a i l - ^12 \ a2 \ 
二 
乂 （221 CL22 — J \ h J 
i.e., 
O n —义2)“2 + = 0， 
{ (2.11) 
^21^2 + (a22 - A2)&2 = 0. 
\ 
The eigenspace of A2 is 1-dimension, so 
、」叱-A2 1^2 、 
det = 0. 
y (221 CL22 ~ J 
Hence the system (2.11) is equivalent to one of the two equations in (2.11). 
Moreover ( a n —入之尸 + a【2 and a^^ + { a ^ —入之尸 can not be zero at the same 
t ime. Otherwise, a u = a2i = 0, and a n = 0.22, then Ai = A2, i t is impossible. 
Hence let H = | ( … “ ; ^ ： 。 ⑶ “ = | ( ( 』 A ) i / 2 | i f ( ^ n — X2? + a l , + 0， 
or let H = I ( 疼 念 二 ， I , = | ( 秘 二 2 ) ， 1 If 4 + (叱一入2 )2 + 0. 
One can choose suitable sign for a^ and 62, such tha t a) and 62 are in V. 
Similar ly, one can obta in another eigendirect ion (a i , b i) corresponding to Ai , 
and fli, bi are i n V. 
(ai，6i) and (“2,62) are called the first and the second eigendirection i n T>, 
respectively. So one can see tha t the two eigendirections are C^。，and are not sin-
gular, moreover they are never equal to each other in V since Ai • A2 everywhere. 
A (71 arc in V wh ich is tangent to the f irst (or second) eigendirection every-
where is called a first (or second, respectively) eigenarc. Clearly, the tangent 
vector to an eigenarc 7 at gr in D is mapped by dF to a paral lel vector tangent to 
F 0 7 at F{q). A n d dF w i l l preserve the or ientat ion of the tangent vector i f the 
associated eigenvalue is posit ive at q, and reverse the or ientat ion i f the eigenvalue 
is negative at q. 
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D is s imply connected, so one can fix an or ientat ion on each eigendirection 
field, obta in two fields of un i t vectors in D. By the Peono Existence Theorem 
(cf [[5], p. 10])，one obtains tha t th rough any point in D , there exist at least 
one f irst eigenarcs and at least one second eigenarcs. D is s imply connected, and 
the eigendirections are (7° and s ingular i ty free, so the eigenarcs can't intersect 
themselves, respectively, hence there exist no closed eigenarcs (cf [[5], p. 150]). 
Definition 2.10 Given any fixed ^ G M and the associated linear function ^{x, y) 
=xcosO + ysinO, a piecewise C^ parametrized arc in D is called a chain if it 
consists of finitely many eigenarcs and along which ^ is strictly increasing. 
Lemma 2.10 If p G Int{D), and ^ .t cos ^ + y sin ^ > 0 at p, then there exists 
a I chain cp which starts at p and ends at a point on dD • 
P r o o f Given (9，consider the coordinates 77 in M^, where 
f 
^ = X cos6 + ysiiiO, 
< 
77 = —X sin 9 -{- y cos 6. 
\ 
So 
X = ^cos 6 — T] sin 6, 
< (2.12) 
^ = sin ^ + 7] cos 9. 
\ 
Let ( or W2 ) be the subset of D consisting of al l points where the first 
( o r second ) eigendirection is paral lel to the '"-axis. a i , 6 i , a2 and 62 are C。，so 
( or I/V2 ) 
is closed in D . Moreover W i n 二 0 since the two eigendirections 
never coincide in D. 
Suppose vi = [x{t),y{t)) is a first eigenarc where t is a parameter, then 
/ 
<奢=辽 i (工’")， 
、ft = W工’ 
i 
i 
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So 
/ 
f = a 认 oc,y) cose+ bi{x,y) sin 9, 
、^ = -a^(x, y) s i n 6 + bi{x,y) cos6 . 
li p G D \ Wi, then 卷 = a i { x , y) cos 6 hi(x, y) sin ^ 0 at p. Hence 
drj —ai{x, y) sin^ + hi{x, y) cos 6 
d^ ai(x, y) cos 6 + hi{x,y) s i n 9 
along vi in D \ Wi. B y (2.12), x, y are two funct ions of ^ and 77, let 
欣 二 一ai 0 , y) sin 0 + bi (x, y) cos 0 
‘ ai(x, y) cos 9 + hi{x,y) s i n6 ， 
t hen 
$ = 删 
where is the func t ion of ^ and r] m D\Wi. 
Simi lar ly , i f V2 is a second eigenarc, then 
！ = 廳 ） 
along V2 for some funct ion f? of ^ and rj in D\ W2. 
Thus, an eigenarc nowhere paral le l to the 77-axis can be regarded as the graph 
of a C^ func t ion rj = r]、C), sat isfy ing 
尝 = 編 
or 
尝 = 舰 
The inverse is also true, i.e., i f a curve 77 = in D \ VFi, sat isfy ing 
1 = / 偏 ’ 
then the curve must be a first eigenarc, and i t is similar to a second eigenarc. 
i 
1 
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Given p e Int{D), at wh ich the coordinate is no less t h a n 0. Let ^o = ^ 
coordinate at p, then ^o > 0. Let H 二 {{x,y) G ^ > &}，then Wi H H and 
W2 门丑 are precompact i n V. Let d = d{yVi 门丑’ M/^ 2 H 丑)，and let 
N[Wi n H) 二 {(<e，77) I ^ / (g i，M^inF) < 0 ^ 3，w h e r e g i 二0?，77)}， 
N{yV2 n H) = {(^,77) G D I d{q,W2r\H) < d/2, where q = 
T h e n 
d{N{Wi n H), N{W2 n H)) > d/3. 
So, N{Wi nH)n N{W2 nH) = t Hence, one can assume tha t p • N{Wi 门 H). 
To show tha t there exists a <J-chain s ta r t ing at p and ending at dD i f & > 0. 
B y assumption, p 來 N{Wi n H), so near p, the first eigenarc s ta r t i ng at p can be 
represented by 
over the max ima l interval [(fo, w i t h ?7(<Jo) equal to the 77 coordinate at p. Note 
tha t the graph of the solut ion must he in D \ Wi. I f i t doesn't h i t N{Wi f l H), 
then the graph is in the compact set 
{ D n H ) \ N { W i n H ) , 
and the funct ion rj) is bounded on i t . So w i l l be tend to a l im i t 771 < 00 
as € 一 Moreover (6，" i ) ^ dD，otherwise, (^1,771) G Int{D), then the 
solut ion T] = ?7(<f) can be extended to the larger interval [<Jo，<Ji + o-) for some 
posit ive constant a. 
I f i t h i ts N{Wi n H), say at q, then q 朱 N{W2 n H). Simi lar ly, one can obta in 
a second eigenarc s tar t ing at q w i t h increasing along the arc, and h i t t i ng dD 
or 丑). 
Cont inuing this procedure f in i te ly many steps, the last eigenarc must end 
at a point of dD. Otherwise, the arc ^p consisting of the eigenarcs would have 
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i n f in i te ly o rd inary Eucl idean length, since d{N{Wir]H), iV(恢2门丑)）> d/3. I t is 
impossible, since ^ is bounded in D, and M ⑶ are bounded in D\ Wi 
and D \ W2, respectively, wh ich impl ies tha t the length of if is finite. 
I f = 0, then there exists some suff icient smal l po r t i on of a f i rst eigenarc 
wh ich leaves p w i t h (J increasing, since p 朱 N{Wi (IH), so the f i rst eigendirect ion 
can ' t paral le l to 77-axis near p. P ick up a po in t p' close to p, t hen p' • N{\ViV\H) 
and > 0 at 'p'. Using the above conclusion, there is a <J-chain s ta r t i ng at and 
ending at dD‘ 
Thus the lemma holds. • 
L e m m a 2.11 For any ^chain 
_ < cd秘 (2.13) 
where a is the constant in the Main Lemma. 
P r o o f I t is sufficient to show tha t , for any sub eigenarc (f i of i = 1, 2 , A : , 
where k is the number of the eigenarcs of i f . 
Since (fi is C^, and can be w r i t t en by (pi(t) = { x i { t ) , yi{t)), t G [a^, 6?:] for some con-
stants tti, bi and some C^ funct ions Xi, y,； on [a?:,氏],then F o Lpi{t) = [ x i { f ) , y i { t ) ) ^ 
for some C^ funct ions x^ ，识 on [a,；, bj\. ipi is a eigenarc, so 
i m . m ) ) = a n 軌 y'M) 二 从 狐 y 圓 , 
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where j = 1 ov 2. Hence 
Jo-i 
= 厂 I < {x[{t),y[{t)),{Qose,smd) > \dt 
J CLi 
rbi 
= / < Or;⑷,⑷)，（COS",sin約 > \dt,j = l，or 2. 
J di 
rbi 
< a I < (X:⑷，⑷)，（cosisin") > \dt 
J ai 
=od 如 i ) . 
Thus the lemma holds. • 
Note tha t <r in D, then 
Corollary 2.3 If ip is a chain, then 
嘱 < 2ar, (2.14) 
where r is the radius of the circle C along dD. 
Lemma 2.12 If p is a distinguished ray in D, then l*{p) < oo, and hence，l^^p) 
IS infinite. 
P r o o f Let p{t), 0 < t < oo, be a dist inguished ray, where t 二 ^*-arc length 
parameter, let po = p(0), and let I be a vert ical l ine segment in D f rom po to a 
point (/o G 0 ) 二 n i^，where C is the circle + i/ = r\ I f po e C。，then 
qo = Po. Then there are two possibilit ies: 
Case 1: There is a sequence t ] — ⑴ of g*-arcleng.th parameter values of /?， 
such that x { p { t j ) ) > 0; or 
Case 2: There is some (5 > 0, x{p{t)) < 0 for every t > 6. 
Suppose the first, case is true. Let p] 二 p( i^) , and let p] 二 pIp’,].]. Since 
•T(巧.）> 0，by Lemma 2.10, there exists a .x-chain tp] jo in ing po to a point q] e dD, 
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Figure 2.6: Case 1. 
w i t h X increasing along ( f j . (See Figure 2.6.) Let C j be the subarc jo in ing qo to 
Qj of Co, then 
稱 < 稱 . (2.15) 
Since pj is a 广shor test arc in D, and / U Q U (pj is piecewise C^. 
By Lemma 2.9, 
By Corol lary 2.3 and (2.15)， 
< C ( 0 + C(Co) + 2ar. (2.16) 
Clearly, the r ight side of (2.16) is independent on j , so let j oo, then- /*(p) < oo. 
In Case 2, let Y be the port ion of the y-axis w i th in D. Then either, 
Case 2.1: There is a sequence t] oo such that d*jj{p{tj), Y) < 1 for all j; or 
Case 2.2: There is > 0’ such that d}){p{t), Y) > 1 for any t > Si. 
I f Case 2.1 is true, then one can assume that d) j {p{ t j ) , /) > 2 for every j , because 
P\[o,s] is a ^*-shortest arc in D for any 5 > 0, /*(>) = co, and I is compact in 
D. Since d*^{p{tj),Y) < 1, there is a piecewise C^ arc r] in D, which is free of 
self-intersections and joins 'p] = p{tj) to a point _p'] e Y w i th 
l l i r j ) < / * ( r , ) < 2. (2.17) 
Since p;. G Y, = 0, by Lemma 2.10, there is .T-chain which starts at p;. 
and ends at q] G Co, w i th p] and Cj as defined in case 1, (see Figure 2.7.) then 
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y , ‘ 
90 
Figure 2.7: Case 2.1. 
= 2 + 2 a r + / : ( C o ) + /：(/)• 
Let j 一 oo, then /*(/}) < oo. 
For Case 2.2. 
(a) p n y = 0. Let I be the hor izonta l arc in R^ j o i n i ng po to a po int qq G Y , 
and let p(如）be the last point of p wh ich lies on I. Let K denote the region 
bounded by I and the po r t i on of p f rom p(如)onward and the po r t i on of y-axis 




Figure 2.8: K shaded; p n = 0. 
d}){p{t), I) > I i f t > to. Set tj =力0 + 2：/', j G N, p] = p{tj) and 
D广{p 叫 1). 
Then Dj n = 0 i f j V and Dj D {p e D \ x coordinate of p > 0} 二 0. 
For any fixed pj, let L be the tangent line to F{p) at F(;pj). F is a C^ 
immersion, so one can find a neighborhood Uj C Dj of pj, such that F is injective 
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on Uj. Then L cuts the tangent plane at F{pj) into two parts consisting of vectors 
point ing “ into ” and “ out o f ” F(JKnU]、. U p j G d D , by Lemma 2.8, one obtains 
that there exists a closed half disc A in such that A 门 L is the diameter and 
A C F{Uj), moreover, F{pnUj) D Int{A) 二 0. I f Pj • dD, then some port ion of 
Fop through F{pj) is a subarc of L, of course, such a A exists. 
Given any vector at F{pj) point ing '、'、into “ F{K 门 U]), let [3 be the line 
segment in A start ing at F(;Pj) tangent to the given vector and parametrized by 
the ordinary Euclidean arclength. F is an isometric immersion on Uj, so (3 can 
be pulled back to a ^*-shortest arc in K . Moreover can be extended to a 
^*-shortest arc in K w i t h 5'*-length equal to 1. Otherwise, would again meet 
dK at some point qj w i t h the 广 l e n g t h < 1, note that d})[p(tj), Y) > 1, and 
that I) > 1, then jX could only meet p again, so C p and the vector 
tangent to F o p is also the vector tangent to 尸〇/?*• I t contradicts w i t h the choice 
of the given vector. Hence the 5f*-area of D j n is no less than 7r/2. 
From above, one obtains 
oo 
area*(iv) > ^ area*(D^- n /(T) = oo. 
From —a < Ai < A2 < a, one obtains 
Jacobian g a^. 
So area*(i^) < a"area(A'). Since D is bounded in R^, then area( i r ) < co. 
Hence 
00 < area*(i^) < a^area(/C) < 00. 
I t is impossible. 
(b) p n y 0. Let p(如）be the last point of p which lies on the ^-axis, let K 
denote the region bounded by the port ion of p from piSo) onward, and the port ion 
of y-axis from (0,0) to piSo)- (See Figure 2.9.) Let f.Q = 5i 1, the following 
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y 
X 
Figure 2.9: K shaded; pDY 
procedure is the same as (a). 
Therefore /*(/?) < oo. 
Since 
and l*{p) < oo, then l*{p) = oo. • 
Definition 2.11 A ‘parametrized arc h in V is prehorizontal if F o h is a hori-
zontal line segment in M^； and is parametrized by its ordinary arclength. (It may 
he oipen, half open, or closed, finite or infinite.) 
Let p{t), 0 < < oo, be a dist inguished ray, where t = p*-arclength parameter, 
define u = v{t) = ly{F o p\[o^t]), for t >0. Since F and p are then v is C^ and 
^ dv 
0 < — < 1 
—dt — 
for al l t e [0, oo). Moreover, by Lemma 2.12, v{t) — co as 力 — c o . For any 
number u = v{t), let h^ denote a max ima l prehor izontal arc in D through p{t). 
By the def ini t ion of u，if u 二 ？;(力i) = v(t2) and ti + 力2, then the subarc jo in ing 
piti) to p(力2) on p is mapped to a hor izontal arc. So h,, is uniquely determined 
for any u G [0, 00) up to changes in its p*-arclength parametr izat ion. 
Corollary 2.4 For any fixed distinguished ray p, the arcs h^ —> the origin as 
u oo. 
\ 
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P r o o f F i x a dist inguished ray p, and let hy. be the prehor izonta l arc th rough 
p( t ) , where u = v{t) 二 l y i j ^ 〇 p|[o，t]). 
For /c 二 1 ， 2 , l e t 
綱 = {(T,y) 6 I x h y ^ t r W , 
where r is the radius of C. (See Figure 2.9.) Assume tha t p(0) G D{k) for some 
k eN. p{t) 0 as t oo, so p w i l l leave D{k). Let p(to) be the last po in t of p 
i n D{k). I f hu H D{k) ^ 0 where u = v{t) and t > to, then hu must intersect the 
circular arc 
Figure 2.10: D{k) shaded. 
Let be a subarc of hu jo in ing p{t) to a po in t q G C{k), then 
since p is a dist inguished ray and parametr ized by i ts ^*-arc length. 
By Lemma 2.9, 
is a subarc of a prehorizontal arc hu, so /*(/5) = /*(/?). 
Hence 
t-t^ < /:(/5) + r(c(A；)) 
< i : { p ) ^ i : { C { k ) ) ^ r { C { k ) ) . (2.18) 
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B y Lemma 2.12, the r ight hand side of (2.18) is f in i te, so the inequal i ty (2.18) 
can ' t ho ld for al l sufficient large t. No te tha t u is increasing, then the inequal i ty 
(2.18) can' t ho ld for a l l sufficient large u. 
Hence the corol lary is t rue. • 
Let Po 二 ( P n D ) \ C，where P is the parabola cy^ - - . t i n R ^ and let P^ 
and Pq" be the components of Pq l y ing above and below the x-axis, respectively, 
(See Figure 2.11.) then 
Figure 2.11: Pq = ( P H \ C. 
Lemma 2.13 Assume that D is complete with respect to the d*。distance. Fix 
a distinguished ray p, let H be the subset of IR+ consisting of all u for which the 
prehorizontal section hu 
[A) intersects p transversally, and 
intersects dD transver sally, with one endpoint h'^(u) on P^ and the other 
h-{u) on PQ. ( See Figure 2.12.) 
Then，fl is open and m(]R+ \ Q) < oo，where m denotes the Lehesgue measure on 
M. 
P r o o f I f l i G n , then huQ p 二 {on ly one point in D}. Otherwise, h^ H p would 
include at least two dist inct points p{ti) and p(力2), since h^ and p are two g*-
shortest arcs in D , and h^ is prehorizontal , then hu and p would be same graph 
between p { t i ) and p(力2). I t is cont rad ic t ion w i t h the assumption (A) . Similar ly, 
if li G n , then h^ intersects dD only one point b+{u) G P^ and only one point 
i 
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y‘、 
Figure 2.12: pnhu = p{t). 
b~{u) E PQ. Otherwise, there exists the t h i r d point P E K f] dD, so one of 
the three points h~(u) and p must be an inter ior point of by Remark 
2.2, hu must be tangent to dD at the inter ior of hu, i t is contradict ion w i t h the 
assumption (B). 
To show that Cl is an open subset of IR+. F ix any u E there exists a 
neighborhood N of h^ in D, such that F| iv is injective. Since is injective and 
hu is compact. B y above discuss, one has known that hu H dD = h~{u)} 
and that huC\ C 二 0, not ing tha t hu intersects dD and p transversally, so one 
can choose N smaller i f necessary, such that N f l dD = N D PQ and F{N 门 PQ) 
and F{N f l p) nowhere have a horizontal tangent. One obtains that F[hu) is a 
horizontal line segment which intersects F{N H PQ) and F[N 门 p) transversally, 
w i t h one endpoint on and the other on F、Nr\P「 ) (see Figure 2.13). 
I f u' is close to u, then F(Jiu') is a horizontal segment which intersects F{N 门 
/ 
F[N n p) 
Figure 2.13: F{N f l D) shaded in F{N). 
Po), F[N n p) transversally, and intersects F{N D PQ) one point in F{N n 
and one point in F{N 门 Pq—). So Q is open. 
i 
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B y Coro l lary 2.4, HU —> 0 as u co, so there exists UQ G 1R+, such tha t 
d{hu, 0) < d{p{0), 0) for al l u > uq. One wants to prove tha t m ( ( R + \ H) H 
{uq, oo ) ) = 0. Let y*{p) be the y coordinate at F{p) for p E V, and let W\ be the 
set of cr i t ica l values of the C^ func t ion 
Jo ds 
T h e n is closed and m { W i ) = 0. Define a func t ion F * : M+ \ W i 、R by 
r * ⑷ 二 勵 厂 1 ⑷ ) ) ， 
then the func t ion is C^ on 脱+ \ Wi, and dY*/du = ± 1 , because 
dY* dy* dt dv dt 
= — = 士 — . — 二 士 1. 
du dt du dt dv 
Let V be the set of c r i t i ca l values of the func t ion y* restr ic t to PQ, and let 
W2 = B y Sard's Theorem, m(V) == 0. Since F * is a 
immers ion on 
] R + \ m(W2) = 0. 
One wants to c la im tha t 
((R+ \ (PFi u VF2)) n K , 00)) c ( n n K , oo)). 
I f l i e (R+ \ {Wi U W2))，then F o /i^ is a closed f in i te l ine segment. Since, i f 
Fohu is inf in i te, then one can ob ta in a prehor izontal arc /?4 ： [0，co) > D along 
K , and then h'^ is a dist inguished ray in D. B y Lemma 2.12, /*(/?4) < 00，it is 
contradic t ion w i t h that /*(/?4) = /*(/?4) 二 co, so F o K is f ini te. I f F o hy. is a 
finite line segment excluding either one of i ts endpoints, say p, then 
in Z) is a Cauchy sequence w i t h respect to d*。distance, where is a sequence 
of points in F o hu which converges to p, no t ing tha t D is complete, so the 
sequence { 广 丄 ⑷ } converges to a point q G D , hence hy, can be extended to 
a prehorizontal arc inc lud ing q, i t is contradict ion w i t h tha t h^ is maximal . So 
the endpoints of K exist and must be on PQ since h^nC = t u 朱 VKi, so K 
intersects p transversally. u 雀 WQ, so h � intersects 尸。transversally. Suppose that 
i 
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the endpoints of K bo th lie on P ^ , or bo th lie on P “ then K and a closed arc 
of Po bound a compact set R C D, p intersects h^ transversally at p{v-\u)), 
so i t can't intersect K again, i t is contradict ion w i t h that p{t) — 0 as 亡— o o . 
Hence the endpoints of K lie on opposite sides of the x-axis on Po- Thus 
Therefore 
((IR+ \ Q) n 〜 , o o ) ) c u PV2) n (uo, 
Clearly, 
m ( ( R + \ Q ) n (uo, 0 0 ) ) < m . ( ( W i U VV s^) H 〜 ， 0 0 ) ) = 0. 
Therefore 
m ( R + < 00. • 
Definit ion 2.12 Given a point q on the positive x-axis, there exist two lines 
L+ and L~ through p in tangent to the parabola P from above and below 
respectively. Let G[q) denote the finite, closed region hounded by an arc of P and 
the segments of L+ and L~ [see Figure 2 .14) . 
y, 
Figure 2.14: G[q) .shaded. 
Definition 2.13 Given u g Q. there exists a IPft-most point qiu) on the positive 
.T-axis. such that h“ C G(q[u)). Let Giu) de.nofp. G{q{a)), and let A ( u ) denote 
the Eu did pan area of G(u). The lin.p.s along the boundary G(u) are denoted by 
L + and L~{u). respectiveiij. [See Figure 2.15.) 
i 
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y. 
Figure 2.15: G{u) shaded. 
Corollary 2.5 Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.13； the function A{u) is strictly 
decreasing on Cl and A{u) — 0 as u — oo in 
P r o o f B y Corol lary 2.4, /i^ 0 as l i —> cx), so A{u) — 0 as w — oo in Let 
Ui,U2 e Vt and ui > U2, then hu, Hhu^ = 0- Let K be the domain bounded by the 
arc P and K” and K includes the origin. (See Figure 2.16.) Since u) e then 
y 
Figure 2.16: K shaded and o G K . 
hy,, intersects p trans vers al ly at only one point , say /?(力2), hence, p\[t2,oo) C K . 
Let hui intersect p at p{ti), then ti 〉力2, so p{ti) G K and h^^^ C K. Thus A{u) 
is s t r ic t ly decreasing. • 
Let g{u) = /*(/?,n) > 0 for u G H, then g(u) is continuous on Q since b+〔u) and 
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and for any open interval / C (H Pi {u, oo)), let 
HT = hy. 
v£l 
Using t h a t dY*/du = ± 1 and is cont inuous on Q, one obta ins t h a t dY*/du = 1 
or - 1 throughout /，so Y* is inject ive on / C 门 [ u , oo)). Hence F is a 
imbedding on H j . Thus 
area* 丑 / = J g(v)dv. 
n 门(i^，oo) is the un ion of dis joint open intervals I , then let 
V*{u) = a r e a * 丑 ⑷ = ^ area^Hj. 
I 
Jacobian F\ < o? on P , so 
V*(u) < a^area H{u) < a^。 area of D < a^Trr^ < oo. 
Lemma 2.14 The function 1/* : Q ——> ]R+ is strictly decreasing, with 
dV* 
丁 = -gW-du 
P r o o f Since Q is open, the lemma follows f rom the def in i t ion of V*{u). • 
Lemma 2.15 Assume that D is complete with respect to the d*^ distance. Let 
p he a distinguished ray, and let Vi C M + be the open set defined in Lemma 
2.13. Then there exists an open subset W C Vt，such that the Lebesgue measure 
m(n \ W) of Q\W IS finite, and 
( l i i — < e VF； (2.19) 
where b > 0 is a constant . 
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P r o o f For any u e Ct, set V{u) = area H{u), then 
where A{u) is defined in Def in i t ion 2.14. Let X{u) = x coordinate at q{u) (defined 
in Def in i t ion 2.14), then X{u) is s t r ic t ly decreasing on Q. Let yYo = sup{X( t^ ) ; w G 
n } . Given l i i > in let h = hu, hi = hu。L+ = L+ (u), L- == L -{u), 
Lt - L+C^i)，L: = G = G〔u), Gi = G{ui), A = A(u), Ai = 
V = v(u), 二 V M , y* = V^*(u)，V^i* = g = g{u), g, = g⑷’ 
X = X(u), Xi = X(ui). Clearly, Xi < X, Gi C G，and v^ — u 二 where 
7 二 p|[p(i;-i("u))，p…-i(Txi))]- By the def in i t ion of G i , one obtains hu^ n ( L ^ U L j ^ ) — 0. 
There exists p i G h^^ 门 w i t h p i • L { . L ^ is straight line, so 6 = 
X cos + y sin di is a constant > 0 on w i t h tha t 9i is the positive acute 
angle which is formed by L ^ and y-axis. (See Figure 2.17.) The endpoints of h i 
Figure 2.17: qi is any r ight-most point on h i . 
lie on opposite sides of the x-axis, so h i must cross the positive .T-axis, hence if qi 
is any r ight-most point on hi, the x coordinate at qi must be positive. By Lemma 
2.10, there is an :r-chain (p jo in ing cji to d D , in part icular to (7o = (7 门 d D , then 
n 0 as .7： is increasing along ip. Let Lpi be the arc of (p f rom q: to its first 
intersection 恥 w i t h h. (See Figure 2.18.) 
By Lemma 2.11， 
: C(v^i) < c^U^i) < cyX. 
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Figure 2.18: x-chain ( f i . 
By Lemma 2.9, 
Thus 
(2.20) 
Since P is the parabola x 二 — q/2, one has 
X = (2.21) 
So (2.20) can be rewr i t ten by 
l l { l ) < 9i + 9 + (2.22) 
where a。二 > 0. 
Using ys'mOi 二 — x cos 6i, and the triangle inequality, one obtains 
/; (7) sin 〜淘7) + /: (7) cos 〜. 
On the other hand, 
sin 6i = — 
^ | 今 + 
= 2 ( 如 
〉 2 (c不) 
一 v/4cXo + 1 
.1/3 
二 a i A / . 
I 
I 
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where a i = ( 1 2 c 2 ) i / 3 " 4 c X o + 1. 
So 
l i b ) > / ; (7 )s in。 i - Z;(7) 
> (2.23) 
B y (2.22) and (2.23)， 
(7) > - { 9 + 91 + a。A2/3). (2.24) 
O n the other hand, ( i is a constant 〉 0 along so < cf; on G and on 
the parabola P. B y Lemma 2.10, there exists a chain ,3 f rom p i to a point of 
(7o 二（7 门 I ) , and (3 must cross h to reach CQ. Let P' be the arc of (5 f rom p ! to 
its f i rst intersect ion p。G h. (See Figure 2.19.) 
Fio-ure 2.19: The 
region ^ i > shaded. 
By Lemma 2.9. 
By Lemma 2.1 丄. 
Since = (/(/)o’ I " ) < d{q{iL). L「）< X. rhpii 
f i b ) < g^Qi-^^x 
by (2.21) 二 g 一 仍 一 ao.4- ' ^ f2.25j 
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B y (2.24) and (2.25) and u 广 u 二 
a i i ; ( 7 ) A ' / ' - ( g + gi + aoA'^') < < ^ + + 御 
so 
ai(ui - u)Ay' < 2(g + gi + aoA'/'), 
hence 
(^1 — < a2(g + g i ) + a3A2/3， 
where 0:2 = 2 / a i , as = 2ao/Q;i are two constants. 
By Lemma 2.14, 
b — t O 成 " < 叱 （ 1 $ ⑷ I + l ^ ( ^ i ) l ) + 幻 ( 2 . 2 6 ) 
Define f i ( v ) = A^^^(v), ^ ( t ; ) = V^^^iv), v e then (2.26) can be rewr i t ten by 
( u i — u ) 綱 < a 2 ( | 3 / | ( i O ^ M | + + 
< V*(u) < a'A(u), so / 2 K ) < Mu) < Hence 
{ u , - u ) M u , ) < ⑷ [ 3 a 2 a 4 / 3 ( |尝⑷ I + + a, ] . (2.27) 
Similarly, i f qi G L 「 b u t qi 雀 L+ , then tak ing = .T c o s ( - ^ i ) s i n ( - ^ i ) , (2.27) 
is valid also. 
By Lemma 2.14, one knows that /2 ( " ) > 0 and is st r ic t ly decreasing, moreover 
df)/dv is continuous on Q. Let 
civ 
then H i is closed and ni.{Qi) < oo, since /之 is bounded and always positive. 
Let W = Q \ Qi, and let b = Gcvsa^/^ + a^, then 
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i.e., 
Hence, the lemma holds. • 
P r o o f of t he M a i n L e m m a Use Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.15, i t is easy 
to know tha t the M a i n Lemma is t rue. • 
2.3 Proof of Lemma 2.3 
Lemma 2.3 If M is a complete oriented surface C: immersed in with K < 
—K. < 0； then MM is pseudo convex. 
P r o o f Suppose tha t MM is not pseudo convex. T h e n MM is cancave at some 
point p G dMjn, i.e., there exists an open set U C Mm, such tha t p e U C MM 
and the extended Gauss map N is inject ive on U, moreover N{U) contains the 
inter ior of an exterior rectangle a) t h rough N{p). Rotate M i n R3，such tha t 
N{p) = (0 ,0 ,1 ) and tha t 7 is in the hemisphere y > 0 on S^. Replace 
and U by smaller ones, such tha t z > ^ for any point { x , i j , z ) G and 
tha t N{U) is exact ly the inter ior of the exterior rectangle a). 
Let ；Li be a funct ion on the open Nor thern hemisphere of §2, defined by 
lA工)y) z ) 二、—yh,小、 fo r (.T, y, z) G § + . 
I t is easy to see tha t ,力 is inject ive on S^, and tha t the inverse funct ion is 
given by 
工,y) 二 ( 9 ， ~ 7 7 f ^ ， r ^ ) 外 T ， " ) ^ ,收 ) . 
+ .T^  + ？/2 y 1 + .T^  + + ,T2 + 
Clearly, fJ,{N{p)) 二 ( 0 , 0 ； ) , i s in the half plane .t < 0 and is an arc of some 
non-l inear conic section th rough (0, 0). Let tt be the vert ical pro ject ion on U, i.e., 
• 二 {x,y) V(.T,y,2：) G U. 
I 
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\ 
L 
Figure 2.20: Mapp ing F. 
Clearly, tt is a immersion. Let V 二 and let F - tt o N-;〇then 
F : V ——> IR2 is a C^ immersion. 
To show tha t the eigenvalues of the di f ferent ial dF are real, of opposite sign, 
and un i fo rm ly bounded on V. for any q eU, there is a suff ic ient ly small neigh-
borhood of q on [ / , such tha t i t can be given by 
r [ u , v ) = (x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)), 
where (u , v ) is in some neighborhood in and there exists a local inverse func-
t ion TT—1 for TT. Then 
、 Tu X Ty Vu^v 一 Vv ^ u ~ {^u^v 一 ^v^u) ^uVv 一 ^vVu \ 
N{x, y, z) = = ( ， ， j , 
\ru X r^ l x x r^ r,, x r ” 
a n d XuVv —工vllu > 0 s ince 
^uVv — '^'vUv. 
‘ • 
X r^j Z 
B y the inverse funct ion theorem, u, v can be wr i t ten by 二 y) and v = v{x, y) 
respectively in some neighborhood of q on U. 
Hence any small enough neighborhood V oi q on U can be given by 
r { x , y ) 二 ( x , y j 〔 x , y ) ) 
for some C^ funct ion f . 
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Given any point f { x , y ) ) e V, 
y, /(’T, y)) = ( - / . , - f y , 1)/(1 + /J + /力 1/2 
and 
1 y ^ 
So Jr fy < I and “ o N{x,yJ{x,y)) = ( / … - fx ) . Hence any local inverse 
广 1 = N。Tf-i for F has the fo rm 
Thus 
DF—I _ FYX FYY 
— fxx ~fxy j 
The Gauss curvature < — < 0 on M , so 
fy 工 fyy _ , ,2 
— JxxJyy Jxy 
—fxx 一 fxy 
二 f^^fyy ~ fxy /-, , r2 , f2\2 
—(1 + /： ? + / ,〒、十 J … 。 
So the eigenvalues Ai and A2 of the differential satisfy 
/ 
Ai + A2 = 0, 
< 
A1A2 < < 0. 
\ 
Hence Ai and A2 are real，of opposite sign, and satisfy 
Al l 二 IA2I > 
Clearly, k is independent of the choice of for F. Thus the eigenvalues of the 
differential dF are real, of opposite sign, and uni formly bounded by • on V. 
Choose positive constants c and r , such that 
D = { { x , y ) \ 0<x'^ + < r^； cif > - x ] C V. 
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Clearly, D is closed in V. Let g* be the R iemann ian met r ic on V induced by F. 
Define the distance d^ipupoj bet,ween points pi and p2 on D to be m f i m u m of 
the 广 l e n g t h s of paths in D f rom pi to p2. 
To show tha t D w i t h respect to the metr ic cT。is a complete metr ic space. Let 
r be the Riemannian metr ic on U induced by / j . o N. C lear ly，^ is exact ly the 
metr ic on U induced f rom the Eucl idean metr ic by IT. Let I K = o i (Z) ) ’ 
then g* is the metr ic on VV". Moreover W is closed in M. Otherwise, there exists a 
l im i t point q of Vl/ in M\W. The Gauss map N : M > S"^  is continuous, so N、q、 
is in the closure of N{W) in S'^ . O n the other hand, N : > S^ is mject ive 
and q • VI/, so N[q) i N[W). Note that the only l im i t po in t of N{W) = i-r\D) 
which IS in § 2 \ i Y ( V 7 ) is the N o r t h pole N{p). Hence N{p) = N{q) 二 Thus 
p 二 q. It is cont rad ic t ion w i t h that p G dM瓜 and q G M\W. Define the distance 
d ly{q i ,q2) between points qi and q? on VV as the m f i m u m of the p*-lengths of 
paths in VV f rom qi to q2. 
VV IS isometric to D , so i t is sufficient to show tha t w i t h the metr ic d;y 
is a complete metr ic space. Of course, M is complete and PF is closed, so W 
is complete. Define the distance dw{q,Q') between points q and q' on W as the 
mf imum of the ord inary / - lengths of arcs in U, jo in ing q to q'�then VV is st i l l 
complete w i t h the metr ic riu- since U, is a submani fo ld of M w i t h piecewise 
smooth boundary. (Cf [[7], Append ix 3].) Hence, sufficient to show that 
dl\,{ciu(l2、< cUviqi^q.) < qo) ^quqo e VV (2.28) 
Since、r/u-(ryi. r/o) < V^d ly ic j i , (^) miplif，s rliat any d^y Cauchy sequence is a 
d^y Cauchy sequencp. so it converges in the d ^ metr ic. On the other hand, 
d\y(qi .q2) < cUviQi^q-i) implies that coiivprgence in the r/u.- metric is convergence 
in the dly metric. 
To check (2.2S). Given any a r c 、 i n U ' hv 
M O 二 { • r { t ) . y ( t ) . f ( r ( f ) . u { t ) ) ) . 
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where t is a p*- length parameter for 7，the ord inary arclength s(t) is given by 
s(t) = ( \ { x \ r ) f + { y \ T ) f + ( / 乂 (T) + f y y ' ( r 爹 d丁. 
Jo 
(.T')2 + (2/)2 = l a n d / 】 + / # < l ， s o 
Jo 
< A l + Ul + fMA丁) f + 〜T 
Jo 
< V2t. 
Clearly, t < s{t). So 
t < s{t) < V2t. 
Hence (2.28) holds and D w i t h the metr ic d*。is a complete metr ic space, i t is 
contradic t ion w i t h the Ef imov's M a i n Lemma. Thus M皿 is pseudo convex. • 
2.4 Proof of Lemma 2.4 
Lemma 2.4 If i : Q ——> is a C^ tmmersion of a surface Q； inducing a C^ 
Riemannian metric on Q., such that i is an isometric immersion. If Q is pseudo 
convex^ then 
{A) i IS injective on H; 
{B) = §2 or z{Q) is convex; 
and 
(C) Q has finite area which is equal to 47r if = and is no greater than 
27r otherwise. 
P r o o f A parametrized arc 7 on Q is called a geodesic i f i t is locally a shortest 
arc between any two points on i t . i is C^ and is locally isometric, so i f 7 is a 
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geodesic arc on Q, then z o 7 is a great c i rcular arc on S ^ moreover i f 7 is a 
geodesic parametr ized by its arclength, then also is 2(7). Hence, i f the length of 
a geodesic 7 on Q is less t han tt, then i is in ject ive on 7, and z 〇 7 is an arc of 
equal length along a great circle on S^. 
Given any p G ^^ and r > 0, then set D八p) 二 {g G | d{p, q) < r ) is called 
the geodesic disc of radius r about p. Moreover Dr{p) is called a fu l l geodesic 
disc on n i f one may leave p i n every d i rec t ion along a ( hal f open ) geodesic ray 
of length r i n Q. 
C l a i m 1 I f Dr{p) is a fu l l geodesic disc on H w i t h r > IT then H is a sphere, and 
I ： Q > §2 is an isometry. For i f D r [ P ) is a fu l l geodesic disc on Q w i t h r > TT 
and I is in ject ive on Ar(>)，so i { D ^ { p ) ) 二 S] \ { t he point po an t ipoda l to 2(p)} 
and i\Dr{p) is an isometry. Let dD^^ip) = {q e Q \ d{p, q) 二 t t } , where d{p,q) is 
the i n f imum of the lengths w i t h respect to the induced metr ic by i of the arcs 
jo in ing p and q i n then i{dDr,{p)) = po. Since dD沉(p) is connected, and i is 
local ly inject ive, dDy,{p) must consist of a single po in t , and Q must be a sphere, 
and i : H ——> S^ is an isometry. 
C l a i m 2 I f is a fu l l geodesic disc on H w i t h r > 7r/2, then H is a sphere 
and i : Q ——> S^ is an isometry. 
P r o o f of C l a i m 2 Given a fu l l geodesic disc B r ( p ) on Q w i t h r > 7r/2, i f i t 
can be enlarged to be a fu l l geodesic disc of radius larger than TT about P, then 
the conclusion is true. Otherwise, one can assume tha t r < tt is max imal , then 
I is inject ive on Dr{p), so i{Dr{p)) is a geodesic disc of radius r on S^ and there 
exists q E dQ, and q is on the metr ic closure of Drip) in 
Choose a nongeodesic circle T th rough i{q) on S", sat isfying that the larger of 
the two regions on S" bounded by F is contained in •i{Dr{p))- Take an open arc 
7 on r w i t h ~i{q) G 7 (see Figure 2.21)，and let 
U = 广 i ( i n t e r i o r i ? ( 7 ’ a)) 
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antipodeo^ jCP^ enter of T 
_ 
Figure 2.21: i { D r { p ) ) shaded; 7r/2 < r < tt. 
i is in ject ive on U, and i{U) is the inter ior of i ? ( 7 ， s o S is concave at q. I t 
is cont rad ic t ion w i t h the fact tha t Q is pseudo convex. Hence, D r { p ) can be 
enlarged to be a fu l l geodesic disc of radius larger than tt, and the conclusion 
holds. • 
C l a i m 3 I f H is not a sphere, and 7 is a geodesic arc jo in ing two points in 
then 7 has length < TT. 
P r o o f of C l a i m 3 Suppose Q is not a sphere, and 7 is geodesic arc jo in ing two 
points i n Q w i t h / (7) > TT. Replacing 7 by a por t ion of itself i f necessay, one can 
assume = TT. For simpl ici ty, p ic ture 2(7) as parametrz ing the po r t i on ^ < 0 
of the equator on S^. (By a ro ta t ion i f necessary) 
Let (7-strip around of 2(7) be U p 執 力 D 彻 . 7 is compact in Q and i is a 
immersion, so there exist a > 0 and neighborhood Nq of 7 in such tha t i{No) 
is the ( j -st r ip around 2(7) and I is inject ive on NQ. Choose A smal l enough, such 
tha t cr > 7r/2, that the closure NQ of NQ in Q is the closure NQ of NQ in tha t I 
is inject ive on NQ, and tha t 
i(N~o) is the closure of the o--strip around z(7). 
Given some number ^ > 0, rotate the cr-strip around 2(7) on S^ upward and 
downward around the x-axis in R^ th rough the angle 9. The inter ior of the set of 
al l points on S^ reached dur ing the course of these rotat ions is called the ^-region 
of 2(7) on S2. Clearly, 0-region of 2(7) on S^ is just the (J-strip of 2(7) on S", and 
i f ^ i - r e g i o n C 6 ' 2 - r e g i o n , t h e n 0 < 6'i < 62 . 
Let 0 be the supremum of all 0 values in the interval [0，7r/2] for which there 
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exists neighborhood Ne of 7 in Q satisfying that 认Ne) = "-region of i { j ) on S^ 
and that i is injective on iVp. I f Q 〉 ( 7 r / 2 ) — a, then there exists some fu l l geodesic 
disc of radius larger than 7r/2. I t is contradict ion w i t h C la im 2. I f 9 < (7r/2) - cr， 
then Ne is in Q and some point p on the metr ic closure of NQ in H must be on 
aS. Clearly p ^ TVq, since Wq 二 TTq C Hence, i{p) has distance greater than 
cr f rom both endpoints of 2(7). Thus ~i(j)) is on the por t ion of the boundary of 
i{Ne), and i{p) has distance greater than a f rom 2(7). One can obtain that H 
is concave at p, i t is contradict ion w i t h that Q is pseudo convex. Hence Claim 3 
holds. • 
C l a im 4 I f Q is not a sphere, and 7 is a geodesic arc in H f rom the center of 
some fu l l geodesic disc Dr{p) on then 
(A) /(7) + 2r < TT； 
(B) There is an open convex set H inCl satisfying (7 U Dr{a) U Dr{b)) C H] 
(C) 7 is the unique geodesic in Q f rom a to 6，and《7) = d{a, b). 
Proo f of C l a im 4 Clearly, if a = 6，then the conclusion is true. So one only 
need to deal w i th the case a ^ b. 
If > TT, then 7 would be extended to have length tt. I t is contradiction 
wi th Claim 3. So (A) holds. 
To check (B). Picture 2(7) as parametrizing some port ion of the front half y < 
0 of the equator on S^, w i th its midpoint at (〇，-1, 0) in R〗’ so i { - fUDr {a ) \ jD r {b ) ) 
is in the front hemisphere of IR^(see Figure 2.22). (A) implies that i is injective 
on 7 U A " ⑷ U A • ⑷ . 
§ ~ ^ \,:(ZMa)) RIDR-IB)) / 
Figure 2.22: and i〔D八b)) shaded. 
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Case 1. D r { a ) = D r { a ) , and Dr {b ) = D r i b ) . 
There exists cr > 0, and a ne ighborhood N{(J) of 7 i n Vt, such tha t i maps 
iV(cr) one-to-one onto the o"-strip around 2(7). O f course, i is s t i l l in ject ive on 
iV(cr) {J~Dr{a) UDr{b). Let a > 0 be the supremum of a l l a values in the interval 
( 0 , r ) for wh ich such a neighborhood N{a) exists, clearly, N{a) C f t . To show 
tha t a = r. Suppose a < r. T h e n there exists a po in t p e dh d^nd p e N{dr), 
moreover i{p) G d{i{N{a))) \ d(z(Br(a)) U i[Dr(b))). I t is easily to know tha t S 
wou ld be concave at p (see Figure 2.23). I t is cont rad ic t ion w i t h t ha t Q is pseudo 
convex. Hence a = r. 
z , 
Figure 2.23: i { N 例 shaded; <7 < r . 
To construct such an open convex set H. Let tp be the e l l ip t ica l cyl inder i n 
1R3 formed by al l lines paral lel to the x-axis th rough the circular boundaries of 
b o t h i { D r { a ) ) and i { D r { b ) ) . Let P ^ and PQ denote the hor izonta l planes in 
tangent to cp f rom above and below, respectively. Let yo < 0 be the y coordinate 
at the centers OF i{DR{A)) and i{Dr{b)). MQ G (0,7r/2], let (or Pq) denote the 
plane which makes an angle 6 w i t h the plane 2 三 0 and is tangent to (p along 
a line on which y 三 constant > yo and z 二constant,》0 (or z 二constant! 0, 
respectively). Clearly 尸力之 and P; /^ coincide, and are vert ical. 
There exists a unique 0 G (0,7r/2], such tha t P ^ and PQ h i t the or ig in in 
moreover, the planes PQ and PQ cut out great circles on §2 tangent to the 
circular boundaries oi i[Dr{a)) and i{Dr[h)). Since (see Figure 2.24), let O, Oi 
be the centers in R^ of §2 and d(i{Dr{h))) 二 Cu,尸^ n C^ 二 A, and be 
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Figure 2.24: = 
the tangenta l vector of Cb at A. T h e n 
G and 丄 S o 
丄凉， a n d V is tangent to the great circle P^ H 二 Simi lar ly , 
is tangent to d{i{Dr{a))) = Ca, and Ca and Ch are tangent to PQ n S^. Let 
4 - P + n d{i[Dr{a))),〜—=P; n d(i{Dr{a))), = P + n d 则 r i m , K = 
Pg n d{i{Dr{a))). Let Tg be the arc along the left side of d{i{Dr{a))) j o in ing a广 
and a^ , and let TQ be the arc along the r ight side of d{i{Dr{b))) j o in ing 6广 and 
bg. G [0’ 9 ] , let the ^-neighborhood of 2(7) on S^ be the open region on the 
f ront face of bounded by F^, Tg, and the f ront geodesic arcs j o in ing aj" and 
6广，and jo in ing a : and b^ respectively (see Figure 2.25). 
Figure 2.25: ^-neighborhood of z o 7 shaded. 
Let 61 be the s i ipremum of al l 9 G [0, 0 ] for which there exists a neighborhood 
HE of 7 i n Q, such tha t i is in ject ive on HQ and I{HO) 二 6*-neigliborliood of 
2(7) on §2. Clearly, NQ^ exists. To show that 沒工 二 ©. Suppose 61 < 0 , then 
there exists some point p G HQ^ fl dQ. Dr{a) = Dr{a) and Drip) = Drib), so 
G {PQ^ U 尸没 n Hence H wou ld be concave at P. I t is contradic t ion w i t h 
tha t n is pseudo convex. Thus 9i = G. 
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Take H 二 HQ. Then H is convex, since the 0 -ne ighbo rhood of 2(7) on is 
convex, and i is an isometry f r om H to the 0 -ne ighbo rhood of 2(7) on S^. 
Case 2. U 5^ (6 ) ) ^ n . 
For any p G ( 0 , r ) , Dp{a) and Dp{b) are two fu l l geodesic discs and Dp{a)= 
-Dp(a), Dp{b) = Dp{b). F rom the arguments of Case 1, one obtains an open 
convex set 〕（7 U Dr{a) U Dr{b)). Let 
H= U Hp, 
pe(0,r) 
then H is an open convex set, and i J〕（7 U Z)^(a) U Dr{h)). 
Suppose there exist two d is t inct geodesic arcs 71，72 in Ci j o in ing a and b, 
from C la im 3, i f Q is not a sphere, then / (7) < tt for any geodesic arc 7 i n so 
二 <72), i t is cont rad ic t ion w i t h tha t i is local ly in ject ive on Vt. Of course 
l (7 ) = d(a,b). 
Hence, the par t (C) of C la im 4 is true. • 
T h e E n d of t he P r o o f o f L e m m a 2 .4 I f 0 is a sphere, then i is inject ive on 
n , : S2, and n has f in i te area equal to 4兀.So one can assume tha t ？L is not 
a sphere. 
Suppose p，q eO^ w i t h 'p ^ q. Vi is connected, so there exists a parametr ized 
arc r in n jo in ing p to q. T is compact and i is a local isometry, so there exists 
〉 0 , such tha t for any qi G F, is a fu l l geodesic disc of radius a in 
n . F i x a f in i te set of points po 二 p，pi，p2，• •. ,Pn = q onT, indexed in the order 
indicated by the parametr izat ion of F, and sat isfy ing < a for any 
j 二 1，2，. •.，n. Clearly, there exists a unique geodesic 71 in H jo in ing p。 to p i 
w i t h /(71) = d{po,pi). Suppose tha t there exists a unique geodesic 飞 in Q. jo in ing 
Po to p] w i t h /(7j.) = d{po,p j ) , for any fixed j = 1. For j + 1, since 
At(P。）and are two fu l l geodesic disks w i t h p j + i e and 〜 i s a 
geodesic jo in ing po to p j , f rom Cla im 4, there exists an open convex set H], such 
that H j 〕 i r f j U Arb。）U So, there exists a unique geodesic 7^+1 m 
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H j jo in ing po to p j+ i , and /(- / j+ i ) = d{po,Pj+i) . Note that Cla im 3 guarantees 
K l j + i ) < 兀’ and that i is a C^ immersion, then there exists a unique geodesic 
7 j+ i in Cl jo in ing po to p j+ i . By induct ion, there exists a unique geodesic in fl 
jo in ing p to g, w i th /(7„,) = d{p, q). Thus Vt is convex. 
For any p, q e Q w i t h p q, there exists a unique geodesic 7 in Q jo in ing 
P to q w i t h /(7) 二 d(j),q) < tt. Note that z is a isometric immersion and is 
injective on 7 . So i{p) + i、q), i.e., i is injective on H 
Clearly, i{Ct) is convex. Any convex set on S^ is simply connected and i is an 
isometry on H, so f l is simply connected. 
To prove that i f is a convex subset of S^, then 五 is in a hemisphere of §2. 
Let q be any point on S^ whose distance r f rom 'E is maximal. I f r > 7r/2, then 
i t is true. 
I f r = 0，then E is dense in S^. S^ is not convex, so there exists q eS^\E. 
Let §2 denote the open hemisphere centered at q，and take some geodesic triangle 
T in whose interior in S^ contains q. E is dense in S^, so there exist distinct 
points pi，p2 and p^ in E arb i t rar i ly close to the vertices of T , such that the 
geodesic triangle determined by the three points has q in its interior in §2 (gee 
Figure 2.26). Clearly, there exists a unique geodesic arc 7 in S^ jo in ing to 
PI q Q 
Figure 2.26: Geodesic triangle. 
q，extend 7，such that 7 hits the side of the geodesic triangle joining p2 to p：^. 
E is convex, so the sides of the geodesic triangle must be in E, moreover the 
extended geodesic arc 7 must also be on E. Hence q e E, it is contradiction with 
g e §2 \ E. 
If o < r < 7r/2, then there exists a unique point p G such that r = d[q, p) 
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二 E). Suppose there exist pi, p2 E E w i t h pi + p2，such t ha t d{q,j)i)= 
d{q,p2) j then the shortest geodesic arc on S^ f r om p i t o p2 is ent i re ly outside of 
F igure 2.27: E shaded. 
E except at i ts endpoints. Choose qi and q】in E a rb i ta r i l y close to and p2, 
respectively, such tha t the shortest geodesic arc j o i n ing qi to 仍 i n S^ has points 
wh ich are not i n E. (See Figure 2.27.) I t is cont rad ic t ion w i t h t ha t E is convex. 
Let U be the geodesic disc of radius cr < r/2 about p, then the compact set 
^ \ has distance p > r f r om q. Move q away f r om p a distance 6 along the 
great circle th rough p and q on S^, where 
S < min{/9 — r, ti/2 — r } , 
and call the new point reached 彻.Take m idpo in t q^ of the shortest geodesic arc 
7 f rom q t o q s , let C加 be the great circle th rough q^ mak ing the r ight angle w i t h 
7. (See Figure 2.28.) 
@ 
Figure 2.28: E shaded. 
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U u e U , then 
d{q6,u) < d、q,q5) + d、q,u) 
< m i n { p - r , 7r/2 - r } + d{q, p) + d{p, u) 
< min{y9 - r , 7r/2 - r } + r + r/2 
< 37r/4 
since 0 < r < 7r/2. So, there exists an open hemisphere containing 17, q, q饥 and 
qs- For any u e U, there exists a shortest geodesic arc ji (or 72) jo in ing u to q 
(or qs, respectively). Let A = 72 f l C,^. Clearly d{q, A) = d{qs, A), so 
d{u, q) < d{u,A)-hd{A,q) 
= d { u , / I ) + d{A, qs) 
=d{u,qs). 
Note tha t EnU is compact, and that Z7) = r，so 
d{qs,EnU) > d{q,EnU) = r. 
On the other hand, ifu eE\U, then 
diq5,u) > d{q,u) -d{q,qs) 
> p - 6 
> r) 
so d{qs,E\ U) > r. 
Hence, qs is farther f rom E than q is, i t is contradict ion w i t h the choice of q. 
Thus E must be in a hemisphere on §2. Clearly H has f inite area< 2tt i f .Q is not 
a sphere. 
Therefore Lemma 2.4 holds. • 
Chapter 3 
Isometric Immersion into of 
Complete Surfaces with Negative 
Curvature 
I n this chapter, we always assume tha t ( M , g) is a complete, s imply connected, 
smooth and 2-dimensional surface w i t h negative curvature - k , where g is the 
Riemannian metr ic on M, and k is some posit ive smooth funct ion on M. We w i l l 
discuss the result in Hong [6] f irst. 
F i x a point p e M , and let (ei, 62) be the or thonormal basis on TpM, where 
TpM is the tangent space of M at p. By Hardmard Theorem, the exponential 
map expp is a di f feomorphism f rom T p M onto M . Define 
X = {g e M I g 二 expp xei,x G R } . 
Then any point on X is identi f ied by the coordinates (x, 0). One can intro-
duce local geodesic coordinates (.t, t) w i t h the base curve X，where t is the ori-
ented distance f rom the point (x, 0) and 力〉0 i f the point {x,t) is in the image 
{expp(.Tei + ye i ) | y 〉 0 } , and t < 0 otherwise. 
Lemma 3.1 The geodesic coordinates with the base curve X defined above covers 
62 
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the whole manifold M. 
P r o o f Let 62C^) be the paral lel t ranspor t of 63 along X w i t h 62(0) = e】.Define 
F : R2 _ _ , M by 
i^ Or，力）二 exPexpr^rei fM^)-
We want to prove tha t F is bi ject ive. I t is suff icient to prove tha t for any p G 
there exists a unique point q = X{xq), such t ha t d(XQ) < d{x) for al l .t g R， 
where d{x) denotes the distance f rom X [ x ) to p, and tha t the m in im iz ing geodesic 
o"o ： [0, d{xQ)] ~~> M j o in ing p to g is perpendicular to JC Take a point 仍 e X , 
then d(p, qi) = i < 00 for some constant I, and B i ( p ) is compact. So B^(p) n X 
is compact, hence, there exists a po int q 6 X, such tha t q) = d(p,X). Note 
tha t M is complete. Hence there exists a m in im iz ing geodesic j o in ing p to q. 
To show tha t X'{xQ)La'^{d{xQ)). Consider the var ia t ion a抓 s e (—e, e) for some 
e〉0,亡 e [0，d(xo)], w i t h the var ia t ion f ield V(t) of sat isfy ing V(0) = 0 and 
^W^o)) = X'{xq), let E : (一e，e) > M be the energy of a抓 Then 
\JJ U 
= < X\xo),aQ{d{xo)) > . 
So X\xo)±a^o{d{xo) ) . 
To prove the uniqueness. Suppose there exists another po in t q' e X，such that 
dQ'P, q'、=从P, Q)- F rom above arguments, the shortest geodesic arc 7 f rom p to q' 
IS perpendicular to X at q、Let R be the region on M bounded by the por t ion of 
X between q' and q, 7 and (Jq. Let 6 be the external angle made by 7 and ^7o(see 
Figure 3.1). B y Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, 
j j Kda-i-e^7r/2 + 7r/2 = 27r, 
where K is the curvature on R, so 
j j Kda = 7T-e. 
.了• 
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X 
Figure 3.1: Region R. 
Note that f /丑 Kda < 0 and tt - ^ > 0, a contradict ion is obtained. Hence F is 
bijective. 
To prove that F is locally diffeomorphic. Clearly F is differentiable. Let 
Fx = dF{d/dx) and Ft - dF{d/dt). From the defini t ion of F, one obtains 
< Ft, Ft > = 1. Clearly < Ft, Vp^Ft > = 0，so 
d 
= 0 ， 
hence < F � , F t > = 0, thus and Ft form an orthogonal frame on the tangent 
space. Note that 
V f .F . 一 Vp^Ft = F J = dF[d/dt, d/dx] = 0，VF.F t = 0, 
and that the curvature of M is negative, then 
1 炉 … d 
二 < Vf^F^F, — VF^F^F, + 巧，FT > 
〉 0， (3.1) 
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so d/dt < > is s t r ic t ly increasing. O n the other hand, 
< V f ^ F , , F , > + < FT,, Vjr^Ft〉二石 < F,, Ft >= 0. 
Hence 
d d 
= 2 < • 尸 凡 工 〉 “ 
二 0 if 力〉0. 
Similar ly, 
d 
^ < F工,F：^ > < 0 i f t < 0 . 
Thus 
> < F x , F , > I , 二。 = 1 f o r a l l t . ( 3 . 2 ) 
Therefore the map dF is nonsingular everywhere and F is locally dif feomorphic. 
From above arguments, Lemma 3.1 holds. • 
Under these geodesic coordinates 
g 二 B 〜 + (3.3) 
where B = yj< F工,F工 >. 
The fo l lowing is one of the main results in Hong [6 . 
Theorem 3.1 (Hong) (M，g) has a smooth isometric immersion into M^ ?/(M, g) 
with the geodesic coordinates satisfies 
(丑 1) k > Q and 场 I n ⑷ 力 < 0 a5 > T for some positive constants 8 
and T ; 
(^ 2) k , d i l i i k { i 二 l,2),td:,dtlnk are bounded，and d'^ In k, dtd^ln k are lo-
cally hounded in 力； 
( / / a ) m f /o⑵ k{x, t)dt and i n f J二 k(x, t)dt are positive. 
Clearly, one can assume that 0 < < 1 and T > 1. 
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3.1 The Sketch of the Proof of Theorem 3.1 
From Lemma 3.1, i t suffices to prove Theorem 3.1 for the surface (M^, g) where 
the curvature —k of g satisfies {Hi) — {H3). The quest ion of immers ion of {R'^^g) 
i n terms of (.t, t) coordinate in to R^ reduces to find the coefficients L，M, and N 
of the second fundamenta l form: 
II = Ldx^ + 2Mdxdt + Ndt\ 
sat isfy ing the Gauss-Codazzi system 
‘ L t — M . = + M{Tl, - r h ) 一 
< Mt - N 工 = + (3.4) 
LN - M2 = - k g , 
\ 
where g is the determinant of the metr ic tensor. 
Lemma 3.2 If -k < 0 and L then (3.4) can be reduced to 
/ 
< 1 ~ 〜 (3.5) 
、St + 二 — + + + + 
with s > f , where 
Q = f = {-M - ^/Vg)/L, j 二 ( — M + 
^ = — r k B = I j l , - • r } ,， c = \{Tl, - r i i )，D = ^ r , ^ — ^ r } , , 
P r o o f Clearly, 
__ - kg M 5 + f N 
厂s = T 二 一 T = 〒—s, 
and 
二 [ M + VTg {VTg), I 
一 L \ ^ L 7 W ] 
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So 
—I + i\// M + y ^ 、 
… 二 - t - 、~~jr~)工 
二 LMt + - Lt{M + v ^ ) 
— Z2 
y i ^ - M LMT + - L:,[M + v ^ ) 
- — 
=—去{L 风 + (y^)^L“iV/+\/^) 
f j ^ — M 
[LM, + ^ ( x A p ) . — 以 M + v ^ ) ] } 
= + ( v ^ ) ^ L - L , ( M + + 
— 一 ^ { k g 一 M ' ) } 
= - ( M + + 
—Lt、M + \/Vg) + { ^ / V g - M ) M 工 — — M^) + LMt} 
LJ 
= - ( M + + ^ ( M + y ^ ) - ^ 
A / L 2 
M) + 伊 g - M 2 ) — 
二 去('尸—s)(Qt + .尸4 ) 一 尝 ( y ^ — M ) + — A / 2 ) — 警 
- * + 巧 2 + 则 2 - g i ) - A ^ r L + 、 M + 偏 
= ^ ( r — 5) ( 4 + r O . ) — r T } ^ + — r } , ) + f ^ s T ? , 
, 2 A / A 4 ^ L . ( - ^ N ) 2 『 ^ M 
+ 丄2 + J } -
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2MM工 L工[一LN) 2 / — , / — , M 
- J T - + ~ J } j^y^sWkg)：^ 一 — 
=2MM工-L^N + {LN - - M^ 
= J2 
二 2MM工—L^yY + L^N + LN^ - 2MM工—LMt 
二 J2 
二 I \ - Mt 
— L 
L 
_ pi M r ) 1 TV 2 
一 -^22 - 了 (1 22 _ 21) + I 丄 21 
so 
+ 否〒I = ^ ( r - + f Q . ) - fr}2 + - + f^^r? , 
= 尸 一 + — r k + —臺 r i i ) + ^(r^^ — r^ , ) 
+ 尸 4 巧 1 —臺巧 1) + ？ (巧 2 — r}, ) + r-2 互r【i. 
Hence, the first equation holds. Similar ly, one can obtain the second equation. 
On the other hand. Let 
丄二 7 3 7 ， M 二 厂 , N = 
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then LN — M】二 —kg and 
L t . - M 工 = m ) 
\s-rJt \r-s ) ^ 
二 - n ) ( f , + 、 ) ( f - 5 ) - ( f + 一 
— (5 - f ) 2 ( i ^ 狗 
I hg + kgt — k^g + 
— f) f — s 
= + 2ft 一 f f ^ - fs^ + + + ff^ — + -sf^ - ss^) 
{s — 
丨 ktg + kgt _ k^g j-kg^f+s 
— f ) f - 5 
= + sf：, 一 - f 云工)I ktg + kgt k^g ^-kg^f + s 
{ s - r f ^ i ^ s - f ) 2 r - s 
「1, 、，〜 〜 1 〜 〜 
= ( J ^ (QT + tQ^)--{s- f) ( g , + -sQ 工) 
+ - C ) ( f - 5 ) + 五(f2 — f ) + F{f^S 一 5 ^ ) ' 
ktg + kgt k^g + A:如 f + 5 
‘ — ‘ _ _ I 
— f ) f — s 
「， 、〜 一尹〜 
二 [(r— — —s)Qt + — + ( B — C)(f 一 s) + E(f — 5-2) 
互 一 5 ^ ) 1 + ktg + kgt — k,g + f + 5 
— r) f - s 
- 5 - f - J — - T n ) - — — ^ 1 1 
/ f + 5 , ~ \ / 9-re , _ \ 
V … 人 Vs- —r-V "人 
—hg + r + 5 一 k^g + kg工 fs 
f — s a / ^ S - f 
+ V 切 
[s — T 尸 V 
—r[st + fs^) - s{ft + /— 
= ( ^ Z T i p 2 為 
ktg ^kgtf + s h^g + A:如 fs 
f-s V^ 5-f' (3.6) 
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R{ST + F 云 X) — S(FT + 
fs 一 r 〗 〜 〜 ST 一 s2 〜 〜 
= - ^ [ Q t ^ s Q , ) — — — + 
+ v 4 ( f - 5 ) + C{f - 5 ^ ) + Dfs(r - 5 ) + Efs(s - f) 
- 2 - 2 
= ' — ^ Q t + (尸互2 — fh)Q, 一 — 5) -
— 尸 2 — 5-2) + — s). ( 3 . 7 ) 
Combin ing (3.6) w i t h (3.7), we can ob ta in 
Hence, Lemma 3.2 holds • 
Lemma 3.3 With the geodesic coordinates, (3.4) is equivalent to the following 
system 
Liir^s)智 + = 0 (3.8) 
丄 2 ( r ， s ) 塑 st + ^sz-q 二Q (3.9) 
wUh s > r , where r = B f , s = B云，f == —<s(l + r'^)dt I n B + ^ { d t + In A: 
and q = — r ( l + s^)dtlnB-h ^ { d t + f ^ J I n A:. 
P r o o f Clearly, w i t h the geodesic coordinates, (3.4) is jus t the fol lowing system 
‘LN - iV/2 二 
< Lt 一 M工=Ldt In 5 + NBBt - Md^ In 
Mt, — N工=-MdtlnB. 
\ 
s > r, and by Lemma 3.2, 
n + = - 5) lnk-hdtlnB+ '^d. In A: + fd. In B) - y In B 
— _9 
<S T S V 
--dt InB- y a , I n B — •^么 I n — fHBBt 
二 In A: + fd工 In k) - {f + s)dt In B — f^sBBt _ rsd：. In B. 
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So, 
( i )力+ W ⑷ i 灿 幻 - 宇 这 h P 譬 — 宗 迄 I n 召 ， 
i.e., 
n + 会 工 — I n A: + 7 I n /c) + <5(1 + r^)dt InB = 0. 
Similarly, (3.9) holds. • 
I f 0 0， t ) , v{x, t)) e C^{Rx [0, T']) for some positive constant T' is the solution 
to the fol lowing system. 
du du 
+ 石 = a i i i ^ + ai2W + (3.10) 
dv dv 
石 = 幻 + + (3.11) 
with 
1^0，0) = (t)i{x),v{x,0) = (t)2{x) a n d A i < As, (3 .12) 
where A,, and Ri(i,j 二 1，2) are C^ functions of x,t. Then, for any point 
(:r，力)G (R X [0, T']), there exists a unique associated characteristic curve == 
r - ( r ; .T, t) to A,；, satisfying 
dX 
= MX, r ) , T <t, w i th X{t) = X. 
Clearly 
n ( r ; . T , 0 < r ; ( r ; . T , t ) 0 < T < ^ < r . 
For any point A { x \ r ) G M x [ 0 , r ] , let 
NA = {(工，力）I 广2(力;:rV*) s r ; ( 力 ; 力 g r } ， 
H ' = the maximum {I a,1, over ZV4 and = 1, 2. 
The proof of the Theorem 3.1 follows from the following four lemmas which 
wi l l be proved later. 
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Lemma 3.4 If {u)v) is the C^ solution m o/(3.10)，(3.11) where 凡：= 
0； with ( 3 .12 ) . Then for {x, t) G A ^ 
2 = 2 
卜I，I'Uxl, < m a x { + \d:^(t)i\)] e x p bH't. (3 .13) 
1=1 
Lemma 3.5 Let { H i ) — (I/3) be fulfilled. Then 
眷 = 7 ( 1 + 0(1/1 們） (3.14) 
uniformly in x for sufficiently large \t\ and 
dt In B, dtdt In B, B 洲 I n 
B and d^ InB are hounded . (3.15) 
Lemma 3.6 There exist two positive constants T [big enough) and {small 
enough). Such that, if a solution ( r , 5) to the system (3 .8) , (3 .9) in A ^ = 
I r 2 ( 力 ； < x < T i { t - x \ t * ) , T < t < t * } with s > r , satisfies 
- ^ 0 < T) < 5(.T, T) < V(.T, T ) G A ^ (3.16) 
where ipo < 论、and 二 I\(t; = 1，2, are the characteristic curves cor-
responding to r / B and s/B respectively, and •passing through the point A{x*, f*), 
then 
-'00 < r(x，t) < s{x, t) < V(.T, t) e AA. (3.17) 
Lemma 3.7 There exist smaller il；* and bigger T, such that 二 inf 召“：，了) > 0 
.tGK 2 ‘ 
and that, if a C^ solution ( r , s) to the system (3 .8) , (3.9) in A ^ defined m Lemma 
3.6 satisfies 
(A) s > r m A丄 
( B ) for any x G [T.2{T)J,{T)], — < T) , T ) , 
and < r { x , T ) < s{x,T) < yjo < w\ 
then there exist two positive strictly increasing functions 9,{t) defined in [T, t*] i = 
1，2，such that, in A人’ |.厂亡| < 从2(力)and 
Oi{t){s- r) > mf (5(.7^T)-r(.T,r)). 
xe[r2(T),ri(T)j' 、 ， " 
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Here 9i(t) depends on the mmimum over『2(1")，1\(了)] of s - r as well as the C^ 
hounds of r and s over [T2{T),Ti{T)'. 
T h e E n d of t he P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3.1 Choose T large enough and 去） 
smal l enough such tha t Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 hold. (3.8) and 
(3.9) comprise a canonical quasi-l inear system. I t is wel l known tha t the local 
smooth solut ion to the system exists i f the i n i t i a l da ta are smooth and bounded. 
(Cf [[4]，p. 121].) Let 
+2\d:,dt\nB\ + \d:,dt\nk\ + | 纪 In 列 + |(5Un Ba：^  In A;|}. 
Choose € so smal l tha t 
e exp IHT < < 去 
where 〜 = i n f No t i ng tha t 
xGIK. 
sup —去么h糾’ + + + ， 
|i|<T ^ o 4 B 
(1 + In B + 2rr 工 dt {d^dt In A + ^d^ In k 
4 B 
+ ^dAnBd,lnk)\, | 委(ft In/c + ‘a：^ In/c), 
Jd 4 H 
^ 贴 t In A: 4- In /c + 芸 A : — In Bd工 In /c) |， 
芸 - 1 ( 1 + s^)dtlnB-h ^{dtlnk^^d.lnk) 
(1 + s、d:A In 5 + 2SS:A 1x15 4 - ^ {d^dt In k 
+ In A: - In Bd., lnk + In A:)|, J In A: + In A:|, 
全 1 / c + 奢… n / c + i ⑥ n A : — 会 I n A:|} 
< H 
i f k L H , < 1 since the si ipremum of every te rm is no more than H , 
and that d工 In k, dl In k, dtlnB, BdA In B , 5 U n B are bounded, d工 dt In k, dt In k 
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are local ly bounded in t. B y Lemma 3.4, one obtains tha t (3.8) and (3.9) can 
be solved in R x [0，T], and tha t \dlr{x, \dls{x, t)\ < m in {7 / ^ * , , “ } for al l 
(x,t) G IR X [0 ’T ] , z 二 0 or 1. Let 
C{T) = exp [ - (supxeR ^ + Q ) T 
L \ t<T B 」 
where 
Q 二 ^ ^ 二 + Ink + dp In k), (3.18) 
S V jD "t 
where da = dt + ； d p = dt + 金 么 . T o prove tha t s - r > 2eC{T) for 
all (.T, t) e M X [0,T], it is reduced to prove that for any fixed point (x*, T), 
s — r > 2eC{T) for al l (x, t) G Suppose not , then one can find a 
po in t [ x i . t i ) G sat isfy ing tha t s { x i , t i ) - r { x i , t i ) < 2eC(T) , and that 
s { x , t ) - r { x , t ) > 0 fo r (.T, t) e ^a{x*,t)门{0^，力)I 〇 S 力 S h}. 
S S 
— r) = St + —5.^ -Tt- —r^ 
T s s — r 
—St + —5a； — Tf Tr H S^ 
B B B 
s — r 
= + ^ - / 
二 + (3.19) 
so 
so 
j : 、 0 H s — r)dt = J : + 
hence 
广1 5 
s { x i , t i ) - r { x i , t i ) 二 2 e e x p / + Q)dt 
Jo b 
> 2eC{T). 
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I t is cont rad ic t ion w i t h the choice of the po in t (.Ti, ^ i ) . Thus 
5 - r > 26C(T) V(x, t) G R X [0，T. 
Solve again the Cauchy prob lem for (3.8) (3.9) w i t h the i n i t i a l da ta r(.T, T ) and 
s{x,T) i n the region t > T. B y L e m m a 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, |r(.T, \s{x, t)\ < 
\rx{x,t)\, \rt{xJ.)\ a n d \st{x,t)\ < 6>2⑷ a n d s - r > 没 i⑷(7(了） 
i n the region where r and s are C^. So one can extend the so lut ion (r, s) to the 
whole upper plane. Simi lar ly, (3.8) (3.9) can be solved i n the other hal f plane. 
Hence (3.8) (3.9) w i t h the in i t i a l da ta r { x , 0) = —e, s{x, 0) = e can be solved in 
the whole plane. Moreover, s - r > 0 everywhere. B y Lemma 3.3, the Gauss-
Codazzi system has a global smooth solut ion. Thus one can find a surface in R^ 
w i t h the metr ic (3.3). Therefore Theorem 3.1 holds. • 
3.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4 
Suppose tha t A ^ , I{s) and H' are given in §3.1，then 
Lemma 3.4 If (u,v) is the C^ solution in A^(.T*,r) of (3.10), (3.11) where 
R,, = 0； with (3 .12) . Then for (.t, t) e A'^ 
1=2 
ti|，卜I，|ii丄 工I < m a x { + e x p 5 H ' t . (3.20) 
1—1 
P r o o f B y (3.10), 
DtU = n.iiu + ai2V, 
Dtu 工 = + aiiu^ + 0,12^1' + 0,12?^； — 
In tegrat ing them along the characteristic curves, one obtains 
社工(r, t ) - 丄 0 ) 二 / a.uxU + + 7^,12工” + c i uv工—Ai^ i z ^ , 
Jo 
u{x, t) — u{x, 0) = / ciiiu + a 12V. 
Jo " 
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L e t 771,{s) 二 m a x { | i i ( : r ’ s ) |， \ v { x , s) |) \dxu{x, 5 ) | , 5 ) | } , t h e n 
/ ( s ) 
t)\ < 0)1 + / m[s), 
Jo 
u{x,t)\ < |ii(.T,0)| + / m,{s). 
Jo 
S i m i l a r l y 
< + 5H' / m(s), 
Jo 




m(t) < + + / m{s). 
B y G r o m w a l l i n e q u a l i t y , one o b t a i n s (3 .20) . • 
3.3 Proof of Lemma 3.5 
Lemma 3.5 Let {Hi) — [H3) be fulfilled. Then 
警二 1 ( 1 + 0(1/1 們） (3.21) 
umformly in x for suffictently large \t\ and 
d f l n B , dfdt I n B 洲如工 I n B and d：. I n B are hounded . (3 .22) 
P r o o f B y (3.2)， 
B^ =< F^>>< F^ > |,=o for a l l (.T, t) G M" . 
B y (3 .1) , 
Q 
2BBt = — <F^,F^>>-2< V f 凡 Ft > = 0 for a l l (.T, t) e 
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So 
B{x, 0) = 1 and Bt{x, 0) 二 0 for al l .t G R. (3.23) 
B y Gauss equation, 
Btt = kB. (3.24) 
(3.24) says that Btt = kB, and (3.23) says tha t B(x, 0) = 1 for al l x G E, so 
Bt 二 [ kBds 
Jo 
二 — f B } f 
Jo ds Js 
=-—B f kd^] IQ + [ [Bs f kd^ds 
J s Jo J S 
= f kds+ f {Bs f kd^)ds 
Jo Jo J S 
= h o { t ) + [ B s N { s , t ) d s (3.25) 
Jo 
where 
bo{t)=义 kds a n d N{t) s) = kd^. 
(3.25) is an integral equation of Vol terra type (cf [[2], p. 158]), one can find a 
solut ion to i t in terms of Neumann series 
oo 
Bt = j y 、 o (3.26) 
n=0 
where 
I \ = bo a n d r-bo = [ ( 广 ' b o ) [ s ) N { t , s)ds. 
Jo 
To prove that 
「广 " p i 
尸6o < bo{t) / skds — for n e N U { 0 } a n d ^ > 0 
Jo 」"^！ 
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b y i n d u c t i o n o n n. C lea r l y , i t is t r u e i f n = 0. Suppose t h a t i t is t r u e for a l l 
m < n. T h e n , le t f { s ) = f^ ^kd^, N = f ; k礼 t h e n 
m , s) > 0，N A t , s) = - k < 0 ， m = 0 二 N(t, t ) , 
a n d 
f > O J \ s ) = sk = -sNs{t.s)>0. 
So 
f 尸N[t,s、ds = s r N \ l - f s i r NY 
Jo Jo 
= - [ s { n r - ' f + r i Y ) 
Jo 
< f r { - s N ' ) 
Jo 
二 f r f -
Jo 
O n t h e o t h e r h a n d , 60(5) > 0 is i nc reas ing . Hence 
= [ {rbo){s)N{t,s)ds 
Jo 
rt r 1 -j 
< / bo{s) / ^kd^ - N { t , s)ds 
Jo iJo 」几！ 
二 A m 力 ） / r N { t , s ) d s 
化 Jo 
< f r f d s 
n! Jo 
「厂t 1 n + l 1 
=60 ⑷ / Skds - . 
I Jo 」 （n + l ) ! 
S i m i l a r l y , one can o b t a i n 
「 厂 ' r 1 
0 > r'bo > bo{t) / skds — f o r n G N U { 0 } a n d t < 0. 
IJo J几丨 
Hence 
[ k d s < Bt< [ kds exp [ skds fo r a l l t > 0, (3.27) 
Jo Jo L Jo 」 
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and 
[ k d s > Bt> [ kds exp [ skds for a l l t < 0. (3.28) 
Jo Jo L Jo . 
One wants to prove tha t . 
( H [ ) 0 < k < C / ( l + ⑷ 严 
for some posi t ive constant C• F rom {Hi), tdt < 0 as \t\ > T, T > 1 
and 0 < ^ < 1. 
l i t < T , t hen dt l n ( H 2 + ” < 0. So 
j < 0, 
i.e.， 
So 
&力2+5 ^ gin(fciT-+。二 Co, for some posit ive constant Co, 
where k i = sup k, hence 
M 
, . 0 ) — 2Co 2Co Cq 
二 + f2+S — 1 + 力 2 + 5 - ( 1 ^ ) 2 + 5 ， 
SO there exists Ci > 0, such that k < C i / ( 1 + 力尸+^ Since k < ki, let C2 二 
A;i(l + T ) 2 + ^ then 
Hence, there exists C3 > 0, such that 
/c 〜 3 / ( 1 +力严 for al l t > 0. 
Similar ly, there exists C3 > 0，such tha t 
k < C V ( 1 — 力 f o r a l l t < 0. 
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Therefore, there exists C〉0，such tha t 
0 < A: < C / ( l + for al l t G R. 
B y (3.27) and (3.28), one can ob ta in tha t 
1 + [ ds [ kd^ < B. 
Jo Jo 
To prove tha t B < 1 + C4丨力| for some posit ive C4. 
I f ^ > 0, then Bt < / • 亡 kds exp[/o亡 skds] and 0 < A: < C/{1 + So 
/ kdsexp / skds 
Jo L Jo -
ft C , 「广 ,] 
- f (…”+ • 
C Q c c 
< exp [ - — + —1 = C'A for some constant C. > 0. 
Similar ly, i f t < 0, then there exists C4 > 0, such tha t B < 1 — C'lt. So there 
exists (^4〉0，such tha t B <1 + C4\t . 
Hence 
1 + / ds [ kd^<B<l + C^\t\. (3.29) 
Jo Jo 
By Bu = kB, 
。。i D (Bt,、 BuB - B^ kB^ - Bt,2 
dAMB = = = = k- { - ) . 
I f t > 0, then 0 < Bt/B 二 f抽JB)sds < f^ kds. Simi lar ly， i f 力 < 0， 
then - [ B t / B ) < - /J kds. So \{Bt/B)\ < |/•《A:(.t，s)qLs| < 00, hence dflnB 
is bounded, also is dfdt In B . 
B^^d^dtlnB = BB^t- BtB^ 
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and 
dt{BB,t — BtB,} = BB工tt 一 BuB, = B''氏"“眼, 
so 
I � 二 I /V,旧V，咖， 
i 7o B \ Jo ^ \ Jo 
i .e. , \B'^dtAlnB- B'^dtAln B\t=o\ < \ J^ s)ds\. So 
Jo 
From (i^2)，I么 < a for some positive constant a, then lA:^；! < a|A:|. So 
i+H f \、\B2、x,s)ds < f \ k \ B \ x , s ) d s 
I Jo Jo 
Jo 
= a [ . 
Jo 
Hence 
< a j [ k B 辑 恤 < oo . 
i ,JQ 
And note that B > 1, and a[\f\ < B < a^lt] for large enough, where a[ and 
a2 are t,\vo positive constants, then it is easy to obtain that d^ In B is bounded. 
From (3.27) and [Ho). 
3c > Bt[x. oo ) > inf / kds 
‘ ^ Jo 
and B > a if if > Ti for some positive constants a.i and 7\. Similarly. B > —aqt 
if t < - T o for some positive constants qo and T). If t > Ti. Let j\ 二 BtJB, then 
t < fl < 3-2/t for all f > Ti. where 3i and 0】are some positive constants. 
Obviously, f[ + = A-, so 
•n\ Ji JT, h 
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i.e., 
1 — 广丄 
m = ' + 丽 — J T J ! 
= A + t + 0(力 1-勺 for some constant A. 
So, 
Similarly, 
f l i t ) = - ( 1 + •((—々)_勺）for all t < —TV 
t 
Hence, * = 舍 ( l + 0 ( l / | t |勺）un i fo rmly in x for sufficiently large |亡|. • 
The est imates Define a funct ion h which satisfies 
hu 二 k*h w i t h h{0) = 1 and ht[Q) 二 0 (3.30) 
where 
F 二 C : ( l + | t | ) - 2 - " 2 〉 b 0 (3.31) 
and C is the same as in {H[). In a similar argument, since 
poo roo rO 
/ < oo a n d / k*ds • / k*ds > 0, 
J —oo Jo J —oo 
one can obtain 
ht 1 〜 1 、 . 
J 二 7 + d 
ai|t| < h < {l + o,2\t\) if 1^1 > T (3.32) 
for some constants ai , a) and T . 
Lemma 3.8 If (Hi) — {H^) are fulfilled and t > 0, then 
BfJB < ht/h and B < h. (3.33) 
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P r o o f B y (3.30), one obtains 
々 二 htth — h ^ \ 
、h)t' \ h) 
O n the other hand, {Bt/B)t = k - [ B t / B f . So 
Let w = ht/h — Bt/B, then 
wt 二 k* - k — w [ { B t / B ) + {ht/h)] a n d w{0) = 0. 
wt{0) > 0 and i i;(0) = 0, so lu > 0 for t > 0 and smal l enough. Suppose tha t 
to > 0 be the f i rst po int at wh ich 二 0, then Wtito) < 0. B u t Wt[to) > k * - k > 0. 
Hence w > 0 ioi t > 0, i .e., 0 < Bt/B < ht/h f o r t > 0. So dtlnB < dtlnh fo r 
t > 0. Hence I n B < I n f o r t > 0，i.e., B < h ioi t > 0. • 
For any constant t/^ q > 0 ( or <0)， 
B 
丄iC^o, V^o) 二 二 M l + ^ o ) ^ > 0 ( or < 0) for t > 0， 
so (功o，0o) is a supersolut ion ( or s i ibsolut ion ) to (3.8), (3.9). One wants to find 
another sub-supersol i i t ion to (3.8), (3.9). Consider the fo l lowing equation 
= (/)(1 + 作 t \ n h + l d t h i k ” , 〉 T w i t h ( t ) { T ) = 你 〉 0 (3.34) 
where h and k* are defined in (3.30) and (3.31)，then its solut ion is 
上 hbV¥ 2 喊 /o o .^ 
小 二 ( 1 - 圳 V2 w i t h b = J ^ ^ J ^ y (3-30) 
Indeed, the equat ion is mul t ip l ied by then 
-2(t)-^(j)t = - 2 0 - 2 ( 1 + (j)^)dt I n h - (j)-'^dt I n k\ 
Let z = 0 -2 , then z ( T ) = 喊 and 
z' + z(2dt I n h + dt I n A:*) = —2dt I n h. 
\ 
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Set g{t) = 2dt In h + ft In /c* and / ⑷ = ~ 2 d t In "， then 
JT 
where G{t) = J^g{s)ds, i.e., 
z 二 ijS、-2k*-、2{T、k*{T、- J hhsk'ds. 
So 
^ — 1 — / y hh,k*ds — 1 — 262 hhsk*ds 
where b^ = 印 容 ⑵ • Hence 小-(i_262 ff • F rom (3.31) and (3.32)， 
one can ob ta in tha t J^ hhsk*ds < oo for any t > T , so 0 is smooth in [T, oo) 
i f ipo is smal l enough.Hence, one can find a smal l ip* and a b ig T such tha t 
4>{t、G oo)) i f 0 < < '0*- Moreover, (j){t) is s t r i c t l y decreasing, since 
= ( 1 + 02)告 + (1 + + In C ( 1 + t 丫 
4 + # 2 4 + J 1 、 
= y — + 0( ^ , ) for a big T and a smal l ipQ. 
At \ 力丄 
To prove tha t L i ( — ( p ) < 0 and I / 2 ( — ( p ) > 0 ii t > T. Using Lemma 3.8, 
(3.33) and (3.34), one can obta in 
0 , 0 ) = + 0 (1 + In 5 + ^ { d t In k - In A:) 
z Jd 
二 (p{l + 作 t InB-(/>{! + (f)^)dt Inh —、dt Ink* 
Lu 
(这 h / c 一甚 a j n / c ) 
L JD 
I I 
二 f ) {dt In B - d t I n h) + - { - d t I n k* + dt\nk - ^d工 I n k) 
2 B 
< In F + In A: - In k). 
z B 
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N o t e t h a t d工 I n k is b o u n d e d a n d t h a t ait < B < as t i f > T fo r a b i g T , t h e n 
- d t l n k ' ^ - h d t l n k - ^ d ^ l n k = -dt I n C ( 1 + ^ d t l n k - ^ d . I n k 
2 + (5/2 . _ . 於 。 1 r 
二 h at I n A: - —dx i n k 
l + t B 
= ¥ — 嘉 + + 5力InA: 一 工InA: 
C 1 ‘ 
< - 丄 + -罢么 In/c 
— 2t 、？) B 
< 0 
i f (f) s m a l l enough . 
Hence (/>) < 0. 
0 ) = - 0 ( 1 + (t>^)dt InB - ^ d t l n k - ^ - I n k 
〉 嘉 + < ) - ! 辑 
> 0. 
B y (3.34)， 
(1 + (t>^){dt I n h - dt I n B) + - ( f t I n k* - dt I n k - & I n k) > 0. 
L e t € = 0 s m a l l enough, t h e n 
(1 + In h 一 dt I n B) + I n k* - dt I n k - ^d^ I n k) > 0. 
So 
- ( 1 + 2e、dt. I n B - In k + In k) 
> — ^ n / c * - + Xnh-^'^dtlnB 
二 TT"^ t ^ 十 … ； ^ 」 
> 0 
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i f t large enough and ^ smal l enough. 
I n the sequel, unless otherwise stated, we always choose T and ip* so b ig and 
so smal l respectively tha t , for t >T, 
4){t) is s t r i c t l y decreasing, L认―小,(j)) < 0, 4>) > 0, for al l 0 < t/^ q < 论 
and 
[HI) - \[dt\nk + |(9,ln/c) > 0, for all < 
3.4 Proof of Lemma 3.6 
L e m m a 3.6 There exist two positive constants T (big enough) and ip* (small 
enough). Such that，if (r, s) is a C^ solution to the system (3.8), (3.9) in AA = 
{(.x,t) I r2(t;.T*,r) < T < ri(力;:r*,r)，T < ^ < t*} wUh s > r , satisfies 
< r(.T, T) < s(x’ T) < 机 V(.T, T) G A^ (3.36) 
where ipo < , and Ti{t) == 力；x*, = 1, 2, are the characteristic curves cor-
responding to r/B and s/B respectively, and passing through the point A{x*, f*), 
then 
-ijo < r(x, t) < 5(.T, t) < ijQ V(.T, t) e A A- (3.37) 
Proof Choose T and ip* as above. Let r and 5 be two C^ functions in A 
and let d^, = dt + dp = dt ^ {s/B)d：,. Then 
dpir - r) + = rt-Tt + ^r^ - ^r^ 
二 Li(r,<s) - Li{r,s) + f{r,s,x,t) - f{r,s,x,t), 
^ V ‘ 
I 
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l e t fs{u,x,t) 二 qr{u,x,t) 二 - ( l + u ' ) , — ！(dt + t h e n 
I = s{l + r ^ ) d t l n B - s { l ^ r ^ ) d t l R B 
+ + i 么 ) h A： + + g氏）In k 
= ( 5 - 5 ) ( 1 + 户)dt I n 5 + 5 ( 1 + r^)dt InB - 5 ( 1 + r^)dt I n B 
+ + In A: + 〒 ( 这 + In A: + + | 么 ) I n k 
= f s { r , X, t)(5 - 5 ) + 5 ( f 2 - r^)dt I n B + I n k{r - r) 
~ -0 2 
r — r T T 
———dt Ink - In/c + —d：. Ink 
4 4B w 
=fs{r,x,t){s-s)^b{r-r) 
w h e r e b = - [ s { r r ) d t l n B + 躺 I n k - 钟 I n k - I n k]. So 
dp{T - r ) + = 6 ( r - f ) + fs{r, .T, t){s — ~s) + L办’ s) — 5). (3.38) 
Jd 
Similar ly, 
d办-5) + = h\s - 5) + q八X, t)[r - r ) + L2(r，5) — L^ir, ~s) (3.39) 
n 
where h' is some continuous funct ion in A ^ - To prove tha t there exists a constant 
T i > r , such tha t 
—iJo < r(.T, t ) < s(.x, t ) < V(.T, t ) G A A n { ( . T , t ) \ T < t < T i } . 
I f 5 ( . t ,T ) = > 0. Replace ( f , 5) by (你，妙0), then 
da{s - V^o) = qr{iJo,X,t){r - ,0) 一 丄2 ( ^ 0 , ^ 0 ) < 0. 
I f 5(.T, T ) 二 论0，f/r•(功0, -T, t) < 0. Replace ( r , s) by (-t/^o,功0)，then 
da{s - ^0) = qr、iJo,T',t、、r + iJo) - L2{- ipo, iJo) < 0. 
I f r ( : r , T ) 二 一•o，/s(—V^o，.T，力）> 0. Replace ( r , 3) by {-ipo,-^po), then 
(9/3(T + -^0) = - h ^ o ) 一 丄 i ( 一 一 • 0 0 ) > 0. 
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I f r ( x , T ) = — 机 ’ 功 力 ） < 0. Replace ( f , s) by ( - ^ o , V^o), then 
办 0 +你）二 fsHo,工,t、、s — ijo) — Li(-V^o，功0) > 0. 
So such T i exists. 
Suppose that there exists a point ( x i , such that r { x i , t i ) = —ipQ or t i ) 
=喻0，and (3.37) holds on A ^ H {(.x, t) \ T < t < t i } . Then, replace the same 
argument at 亡=力i as done at t = T , one obtains that —论• < t) < s{x, t) < po 
near t = ti and t > t i . 
Therefore Lemma 3.6 holds. • 
Suppose that (r, s) is a solut ion to (3.8), (3.9) and tha t da = dt -h ^d^, dp — 
dt + •^d工.Then, f rom (3.19), 
dp{s - r ) = + Q{s - r ) , (3.40) 
where Q is described as (3.18). Similarly, 
dc^ks - r ) = ^ r , + Q{s — r). (3.41) 
n 
Let s = {s — r)sx/B, r = (5 — r)r^/B, where (r, s) is a solut ion to (3.8)，(3.9), 
then 
L, ( f , 5) fef d 曰 子 + fss - = 0 (3.42) 
and 
L2{r, s) = daS - {Q^Qs- - qr'r — —^^xQ = 0 (3.43) 
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w h e r e d工 deno tes t h e d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n o n l y w i t h respec t t o x. I n d e e d 
r f S - r s s - r 
(r Bt. .S-r 、 . s - r 、 s - r 
- [ f r - - 工)-
二 ¥ I h + 辟 + - “ + 昏 : - f s S i 一 M 
= ¥ [ ( ! " ” ‘ + 力 — “ — 了 s s ： ^ 一 + 眷 ‘ 厂 
二 0， 
s i m i l a r l y 
Z2(r)~) 二 0. 
3.5 Proof of Lemma 3.7 
Lemma 3 . 7 There exist smaller i j j * and bigger T. such that / i * 二 i n f 〜 ， 〉 〇 ， 
and that, if a solution (r，5) to the system (3.8)，(3.9) m A ^ defined m Lemma 
3.6 satisfies 
(A) s > r m Aa, 
{B) for any x G 『 2 (了 ) , 1 \ ( 7 % < T ) , T ) , 
and < r(.T, T ) < 5(. t , T) < ^jq < r , 
then there exist two positive strictly increasing functions 氏 ( 力 ) d e f i n e d in [T, f*] i — 
1, 2, such that, in Aa, [s^；!, Ir^^l, \st\, \rt\ < 沒2(力)and 
O i ( t ) ( s - r ) > m f {s{x,T) - r { x , T ) ) . 
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Here 0,{t) depends on the mmmum over『2(10，Ti{T)] of s - r as well as the C" 
bounds of r and s over [T2{T),Ti{T). 
P r o o f We w i l l discuss the fol lowing lemma first. 
Lemma 3.9 Let [u,v) be a C^ solution to the system (3.21)(3.22). Then for any 
fi,xed A { x \ t * ) g M x [0,T], u { x , t ) , v { x , t ) > 0 ( < 0) for all ( x , T) G A ^ H { t > 0 } 
{A) auix.t) and a2i{x,t) > 0 on A a] 
{B) (Me) > 0(< 0) for all ^ G『2(0; x*, t%i = 1, 2; 
(C) R i { x , t ) > 0 { < 0 ) on Aa,I = 1,2. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3.9 One can assume tha t R i > 0, (pi > 0,2 = 1,2, since a 
t ransformat ion u —U, V H —V, reduces the negative case to the positive case. I f 
u(xo, 0) = 0 for (.To, 0) G A儿 then 费 + A i 塞 = a u v + J ^ i > 0 at (xq, 0). is so 
there exists ti > 0, such that u(x, t) > 0 for {x, t ) G A a 门 { 0 < 力 g t i } . Similarly, 
there exists 力2 > 0, such that v(x,t) > 0 for (x, t) G A a H {0〈亡 g Hence， 
there exists T\ > 0, such that u{x, t),v{x, t) > 0 for (x, t) e AaDIO <t < T J . 
Suppose there exists 力• ^ (0, t*], such tha t u{xo,to) = 0 or v{xo, to) = 0 
for some .tq G『2(亡0;-t*,亡*)，Fi(力0;-t*，t*)], and u(x,t),v(x,t) > 0 for (x,t) G 
AA{x\ t*) n { t < to} . By a similar argument, one can know that ^ + > 0 
or 营 + 入2堯 > 0 at (.To, to), respectively. I t is impossible since u{x,t),v{x,t) > 0 
for (.T, t) e A a o t * , ) n{t < to} and u{xo, to) = 0 or v{xo, to) = 0. • 
L e t wi = { s - r ) ( r , + l B t ) / B a n d W2 = {s - r ) ( 5 , + \Bt)IB, t h e n 
d^w, 二 + + + + (3.44) 
daW2 = [cir + + ( 0 + " + (3.45) 
where 
C — ^ 1 D2 1 o — r R 
= + r2) + sd^A lnB + 丁 ) In k] + 知 / } 
jd I JD Z 4 JD 
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and 
^ B 4 B 
Indeed 
dpwi 二 d p 、 7 r : ^ 、 + d p { ^ B t ) 
+ by (3.34) 
, , Bt. . s - r 、 ^ .5 - r 、 s - r Bt s - r 
二（Q + A - 力 ( 丁 、 ) + M 丁 s J + 丁 、 / + 远 . 丁 
— r ) + s〒、k 一 眷 + ^ d ^ d J n B ) by (3.31) 
= ( Q + /； -眷 — i + (/s + 盖 — - 盖 ( … ) a + 
B? , \ s - r ^ 5 - r _ „ s{s - r) 
— - ” + + + ~ ~ ^ 眺 In B 
Bf Bt , <5 — 7>1「树，1 。 2、 
= [ Q + f r - + Us + + + + —) 
s — B 
+Bk + sdtd工 I n + — - ^ d ： . I n k] + 知 / } ， 
4 n 
similar ly, (3.45) is valid. 
To prove i ^ i > 0 if "ip* is small enough and T is big enough. 
)- rs + r^) + B/c + sdtd. I n B + 宁 . d ^ I n k] + 6J 
= + + r^) + f + I n B ^ ^ f a . In A: 
— + — 这 么 I n B + ^ t d t A lnk + I n k 
B 4 力 40 
4 5 
Using Lemma 3.5，Lemma 3.6 and (丑2), one can see that the r ight side of the 
above equat ion is positive if is small enough and T is big enough, so Ri > 0. 
Similarly, R2 > 0 i f .沙* is small enough and T is big enough. 
To prove tha t w, > 0, z = 1,2. From 
--{dt\nk + I n k)〉0 i f 力〉 T for a l l 旧 < 
2 4 B 
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so 
二 + r ' ) d t l n B - + 
L 4 D 
> 0 if r is smal l enough. 
Simi lar ly ^r + ^ > 0 if 5 is small enough. I n addit ion, by assumption, T ) 
and r.r(.T,T) > —/i*, so Wi(x, T),iU2{x, T) > 0. Using Lemma 3.9, one obtains 
tha t = 2. 5 > r , so 
\ Bt 
Tx^s：, > — o n A ^ . 
To construct Oi{t). Note that 5 > r, and that <s工 > —争，then 
S——T 




ln(5 - r ) - ln (5(T) - r ( T ) ) > / {Q - -dr In B{x,r))dT. 
JT 2 
Using Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and (丑2)’ one obtains 
Q - ^dr In B { x , r ) 二 (1 - rs)dr I n B + In /c + dp I n k) - ^dr I n B 
二 — + 1 ( 2 氏 ln/c + ^ ^ ^ ( S U n A : ) 
r 1 r + s 
= - d r InB — Tsdr InB + -dr In /c H——r^^x In k 
2 2 AB 
> - (Zl + A / r ) , 
where A is a positive constant dependent on T and f*. So 
l n (5 - r) > l n { s { T ) - r { T ) ) + J { - A - A / T ) d r 
= l n ( s ( T ) - r ( T ) ) - A ( t - T ) - A l n ( ^ ) . 
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Hence 
. s - r > exp[ln(.s(T) - r ( T ) ) - A{t - T ) - A In ( ^ ) ] 
> mf (.s(T) - r ( T ) ) exp[-A{t - T) - A l n 
Let Oi i t ) = e x p [ A ( f - T ) + Aln(|；)], then 
秘 i ^ n f K r ) - r ⑵ ) . （3.46) 
To construct Ooit). Note tha t (3.8) and (3.9) guarantee 
df3dar = 办 r + 丨(9;?，5yr 
二 d j + -
,Bdpr - rd^B - Bd^s + sd^B 
=Sal + frdar + fsOaS + ^ 广:r 
= U + frdar+ qfs + ^ r 工 
= 5 J + frd^T + qfs - { Q - d t I n B)[s - r ) r J B 
=[fr + {Q-dt In B)]dc.r + + qfs - {Q - d, In B)f] 
where 6a f = S^Jd^x + S t / d J 二 仏 f + StJ, 
and that 
4 ID 
f 二 —s( l + r2)汰 + + S久）hiA: 
4 Jd 
1 2r — s 
fr = -2r56', InB + -dt Ink + — G'.lnA： 
4 '-W 
/, 二 - { l ^ r ~ ) d r InB + 
Q = ( 1 — rs)dt In B + ^idc. In k + dj In k) 
5.J = —.5(1 + r~)dtd,. I n B + " ^ d ^ d . In k + 纪 In k 
AB 
6rf = - . 5 ( 1 + r-)dj In B + In k -r 小'—''、dA In k 
— 二 I n BOr In k. 
\B 
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so, f rom Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and ( ^ 2 ) , one obtains tha t /； + Q — In 5 and 
SJ ^qf^-{Q-dtlnB)f are bounded as t G [T, t*]. Let j\ (t,力）二 /； + Q — ft In B 
and / 2 ( . t J ) 二 、 / + 仏 — ( Q — f t h B ) /， t h e n | / i | g C i and I/2I < ( h f o r t 6 [ T , r ] , 
where C i , C2 are two posit ive constants dependent on T and t*. 
I'dpdaT = J^ fidc^r + J^ f2, 
so 
dar{t) - dar{T) = [ / i & r + [ h, 
JT JT 
so 
\dar\ < + | 义 + l 义 /2 I 
< \dar{T)\+ ( V 2 I + [ l / i P - H 
JT JT 
where C (T , T ) and C'{T, T ) are two posit ive constants dependent on T and t*, 
by Gronwal l inequality, 
{dpr — dar)B (/ - dc.r)B 
.r 二 = , s — r s — r 
so, f rom (3.46) 
, ( I / I ^\dc.r\)B ^ ^ [ T , r ) + C{T,r)eC'〔Tr>)B 
卜.TI ^ ^ - f S ( 4 T ， T ) - r C T ， T ) ) 哪 
xG[r2(T),ri(T)] 
where C o ( T , r ) is some positive constant dependent, on T and t\ Let 
( a ) ( T , r ) + c (T , r ) eC ' (T ’n， i ⑴ 
湖 一 i S ( 5 ( x , T ) - r ( . T , T ) ) ‘ 
xE[r2(T),ri(T)] 
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then < gi{t)B. On the other hand, n = f - {sr^/B), so 
n 
Let 約⑷ 二 CUT， r ) + (功0 + B)gi{t), then 糊 is s t r ic t ly increasing and 
… 力 ) i n Aa . 
Similarly, there exists a str ict ly increasing funct ion O'^if) defined in [T, t % satis-
fy ing that 
工 約 ⑴ in AA. 
Let e{t) = max{6>泌 ) ,6⑷}， then 
K\Anl\s.\Ast\<0{t) i n A ^ . • 
3.6 The Geometric Properties of the Immersion 
In this section, we w i l l discuss some results in Chan [[1], pp. 49-57 . 
Theorem 3.2 For the tsomctmc immersion of the surface M with the metnc， 
心 2 二 g2(x,t)cb:2 + df^ constructed in Theorem 3.1, the base curve X defined m 
the beginning of Chapter 3 is a locally convex plane curve. 
Proo f By Hong's Theorem, there are solutions r , s to the system (3.8), (3.9)， 
then 
IB 飞 u (5 + r ) B V ^ h v 
L ， M = ’ and N = 
s — r s - r s - r 
are the coefficients of the second fundamental form. By Bonnet's fundamental 
theorem of surface, there is an immersion V : U C ^^> C Let 
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{K，V；，A/"} be the orthonormal basis, where A f is the uni t normal vector on the 
surface. E 二 B2(:r，t), G 二 1，F 二 0, so 
‘ = f K — BBtVt + LM 
\ V.t = f V； + MM. 
Let n{x) be the uni t normal vector at X{x) 二 exp^xei , T = ]^ 7[|]|，6 二 T x n, 
B{x, 0)三 1, r(.T, 0 )三 - e , s(x, 0)三 e, so along X 
L = — , M = 0, N = 
e 
X is a geodesic curve, and for any fixed a G M, {x = a} is a geodesic curve 
which is perpendicular to ；(：’ so T = V； and 6 二 Vt along X . L - ^ and 
恥 ， 0 ) 二 驰 0) = 0 = M ， s o 
T i ( .T) 二 V工工二~~^N^ 
h'{x) == 广 0. 
Hence the torsion r of X vanishes, thus X is a plane curve, and is locally convex 
since ^ _ > 0. • 
Lemma 3.10 For the isom,etrically immersed surface M with the metric, ds) 二 
+ df constructed m the Theorem 3.1； if e is small enough，then 
5 - r > Ci—— f o r t > T , 
where. Ci ts a constant and 0 < cj < 
P r o o f By (3.19) 
— r ) 二 ^ . S , + ( 5 - r ) { ( l - rs)^ + In A; + 办 Ink)}. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.7, one has obtained that 
rj： > for t > T. 
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5 - r > 0, Ink IS bounded and a[t <B< a'^t for t > T , where a；, o!) are two 
constants, so by Lemma 3.7 
d认s - r ) > (s — 盖 + 去这 口鲁 + $ 么 Ink} 
> [s - r){-dtlnB ^ - d t l n k - j } i f e is smal l enough, 
4 2 艺 
where cj is a posit ive constant wh ich is less t han Hence 
• ft ‘ 
{ s - r ) { t ) > ( 5 - r ) ( T ) e x p / d M B h i r ^ ) . 
UT . 
Thus 
B i k i 
s — r > Ci•“~； 
— fy 
where Ci is a constant. • 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 For the isometrically immersed surface M with the metric, ds^ = 
+ dt,2 constructed m the Theorem 3.1，the mean curvature H — Q as 
t oo if e is small enough. 
P r o o f Using tha t the mean curvature 
— 1 GL — 2FM + EN _ 1 L + NB^ 
H = 2 EG-F^ 二 2 ’ 
and tha t L = N = one obtains tha t 
1 + 2 r s V X 伊 _ Vk{l+rs) 
H 二 2 B2(s - r ) — s - T • 
By Lemma 3.10 
丑 < ( 1 十 章 
—CIB\ 
Using cx[t < B < a'^t for t > T , and Lemma 3.6，one can obta in that 丑 — 0 as 
t oo. • 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 4 Let ki and k) be the princvpal curvatures. For the wometrically 
immersed surface M with the metric，ds^ = + df constructed in the 
Theorem 3 . 1， \ k i - k 2 \ 一 Q as t — oo which supports the John Milnor's conjecture. 
Proof Clearly 
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